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The College of Law is located in the Chester Bu ildin g, 2300 Chester
Avenue. Correspondence to the College of Law should be addressed
as follows :

College of Law Calendar

Cleveland State University
Cleveland-Marshall College of Law
Cleveland , Ohio 44115

1976-n Academ ic Year
F• ll Qu• rt•r 1978
Entering Student Registration and
Fee Payment Deadline
Registration by Appointment
Classes Begin
Fin al Date of Registrat ion
Final Date for Adding Courses
Columbus Day - No Classes
Veterans' Day - No Classes
Thanksgiving Holidays
Readi ng Week for Conc luding Mu ltiple
Quarter Courses - No Classes
Last Day of Instruction
Final Examinations
End of Fall Quarter
Christmas Holidays

Telephone : (216) 687-2344
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Winter Qu•rter 1977
Reg istration by Appointment
Classes Begin
Final Date of Reg istration
Final Date for Adding Courses
Martin Luther King Day - No Classes
Presidents ' Day - No Classes
Reading Week for Concluding Multiple
Quarter Courses - No Classes
Last Day of Instruction
Final Examinations
End of Winter Quarter
Spring Holidays

Spring Qu•rt•r 1977
Registration by Appointment
Classes Begin
Final Date of Registration
Final Date for Adding Courses
Memorial Day - No Classes
Reading Week for Concluding Multiple
Quarter Courses - No Classes
Last Day of Instruction
Final Exam inat ions
End of Spring Quarter
Commencement

September 10
September 22-23
September 27
September 26
October 1
October 11
November 11
November 25-26
December
December
December
December
December

6 to 10
10
11to18
17
18 to January 2

December 30
January 3
January 4
January 7
January 17
February 21
March
March
March
March
March

7 to 11
11
12 to 19
19
20 to 27

March 24
March 26
March 29
Apri l 1
May 30
May 31 to June 3
June 3
June 4 to 11
June 11
June 12
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Summer Quarter 19n
June 15-16
Registration by Appointment
June 20
Classes Begin
June 21
Final Date of Reg istration
June 24
Final Date for Adding Courses
July 4
Independence Day - No Classes
Reading week for Concluding Multiple
August 22-26
Quarter Courses - No Classes
August 26
Last Day of Instruction
August 27 to September 2
Final Examinations
September 2
End of Summer Quarter
September 2
Commencement
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Cleveland State University
Cleveland State University is a new university with a contemporary
urban outlook evident both in the scope and depth of its academic
programs and in its rapidly expanding modern campus . Created in
1964 by emergency action of the Ohio General Assembly in response
to an urgent need for public higher education facilities near the
state ' s largest and most metropolitan city, the University was
established in 1965 by acquisition of Fenn College , a private
Cleveland institution.
A vast , multi-phase building program was immediately begun to ac
commodate the more than 5,000 students who enrolled during the
new University 's first year. The College of Education and the College
of Graduate Studies were added to the original Fenn College Schools
of Arts and Sciences, Business Administration , and Engineering . And,
in 1969, still another dimension was added when the Cleveland
Marshall Law School , then also a private institution, became part of
the University. The Cleveland-Marshall name was retained for the
new College of Law in recognition of the school 's seventy-two years
of service to the bench and bar of Cleveland , the state of Ohio, and
the nation.
Today. the campus covers nearly twenty-seven acres and com
prises twenty buildings , including the new University Center .
Enrollment is almost 17,000 students, drawn mainly from Cleveland
and its environs but representing diverse economic and cultural
backgrounds.
The University's urban location provides the setting for the
development of academic programs ·which , though soundly rooted in
traditional concepts of education , are often interdisciplinary and
designed in cooperation with members of the urban community. In
recognition of its commitment to Cleveland , the University maintains
an Institute of Urban Studies ; a Continuing Education Program ; a
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Student Development ~rogram ; and a Black Studies Program , spon
sored by the Division of Special Studies, which seeks to further un
derstanding of the Black community.

ACADEMIC ORGANIZATION
The University consists of six colleges: the College of Arts and
Sciences, the James J. Nance College of Business A?mini~trat1on ,
the College of Education, the Fenn College of Engineering , the
College of Graduate Studies , and the Cleveland-Marshall Colle.ge of
Law . A new liberal arts "cluster" co~lege .. First College, opened in ~he
fall of 1972. The six colleges offer f1fty-e1ght maior programs leading
to baccalaureate degrees, a first professional degree and two ad
vanced degrees in law , twenty-three master's degree programs , and
three doctoral programs . First Colleg.e programs lead to bac
calaureate degrees conferred in conjunction with the College of Arts
and Sciences .
Detailed descriptions of the bachelor's degree .programs are con
tained in the Cleveland State Universit y Bulletin: Undergraduate
Issue. The programs of the Graduate College and .the College of
Engineering are described in separate bulletins which may be ob
tained from the office of the deans of those colleges .

ACCREDITATION
The Cleveland State University undergraduate programs are ac
credited by the North Central Association ?f Colleges and Secondary
Schools, and this accreditation extends to its graduate.programs . The
statement of accreditation for the College of Law will be found on
page 13 .

The College of Law
The Cleveland-Marshall College of Law of Cleveland State
University is the largest law school in the state of Ohio, with an
enrollment of more than 1,000 students in its Juris Doctor and Master
of Laws programs. Originally established as an independent degree
granting institution in 1897, the College of Law , both before and since
its merger in 1969 with the University, has been noted especially for
its contribution of distinguished law graduates to the government,
bench , and practicing bar of the state of Ohio and the nation. The
College operates full-time day and part-time evening programs which
prepare students for practice in any jurisdiction.
The school 's predecessor institutions, Cleveland Law School and
John Marshall Law School , were established in 1897 and 1916
respectively. The two schools merged in 1946 to form the Cleveland
Marshall Law School, which continued to operate until 1969 when the
Ohio General Assembly and the State Board of Regents approved the
school's acquisition by the state of Ohio. In June of that year , the
land, building endowment, and faculty of Cleveland-Marshall became
a part of the new Cleveland State University.
Today, the College of Law occupies temporary quarters on the
University's modern, urban campus adjacent to the heart of down
town Cleveland. Funds have been appropriated, and construction is
underway for a multi-million-dollar law center which will become the
school 's permanent home in about 1977.

Ace red itation
The College of Law is a charter member of the League of Ohio
Law Schools , the accrediting arm of the Supreme Court of Ohio. It is
also fully approved by the American Bar Association and accredited
by the Association of American Law Schools .
Students who are graduated from the College with the first degree
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in law are eligible to .apply to take the bar examination of any
jurisdiction in the United States. However, all students, upon be ing
adm itte d to t he College , should immediately ascertain the
requ ir ements fo r adm issio n to the bar of any j ur isdict ion in which
th ey m ay be interested. The bar examiners or courts of some jurisdic
tions require registration or special application at the time of, or soon
after, the student enters school. Other specia l rules governing bar ad
mission in some jurisdi ctions may also be re levant and should be
asce rtained by students to assure that they are fully qualified when
they complete their legal studi es.

Objectives
The primary purposes of th e College of Law are to prepare
qualifi ed men and wom en for the active practice of law in any com
mon-law jurisdiction and to provide legal training for qualified per
sons who may plan to enter caree rs in public service, business, or
other pursu its where knowl edge of law and legal method may prove
useful.
The College also seeks to further the inculcation of the spirit,
ideals, and eth ical standards of the common leg al heritag e of
English-speak ing peoples. Only those persons who are qualified by
prior training and who are seriously determined to complete the en
tire program w i th creditabl e scho last ic records are desired as
students.
The essence of good legal training is the development of th e ability
to analyze problems, to discern and assimilate relevant facts, and to
make policy decisions. These sk ill s will prove of great value to the
student whether she or he actually engages in the practice of law or
not.
The College of Law has a strong sense of responsibiltty to the
members of the bench and bar and to the public in general. The ac
tivities in which it engages in discharging this responsib ility follow
also from the commitment to the urban community undertaken by the
University of which the College is an integral part. Thus , members of
the faculty and student body are active in numerou s extracurricular
activities of a public nature. Spec ial conferences and continuing
ed ucation courses are offered for lawyers and laypersons as well.
Legal counsel for th e indi ge nt is prov ided throu gh th e sc hool 's
Cl inical Legal Educati on Program , through part ic ipation in th e affairs
of the Legal Aid Society and by special court appointments from time
to time. Students and faculty also se rve on bar and civic comm ittees
and task forces and otherw ise publicly contribute of their time and
legal experti se . All of th ese offer to students a laboratory of lega l
work that is em inently real, while at the same time enab ling the
College to be of service to th e people in the community at large.

Day and Evening Programs
Instruction is offered in both day and evening programs and for
full-time and part-t ime st udents. Normally, those who are able to

devote th eir full time to the study of law attend most of the ir classes
during. th e day an~ complete t.he program in three academ ic years. By
attending classes 1n the evening , those who work during the day and
are una?le to devote their full time to study ordina rily take four
academic years and two summers to complete the Juris Doctor
degree requirements .
. Althoug~ students are first admitted either as full -time day or part
t1me evening students-and approval of the Dean is necessary to
change classificat ion-all students are encouraged to take some
cour~es , parti~ularly after the first year, in both day and evenin g
sessions. In this way, students may draw upon a wider range of ex
periences from fellow students.
Entrance, scholastic, and graduation requ irements are the same for
both the day and evening programs. The course of instruction and the
faculty for both are substantially identica l, with most core and elec
tive _co~rses taught by the permanent full -time faculty and some
spec1ahzed courses taught by the practicing attorneys and others
who comprise the adjunct faculty.

Rights Reserved
Th.e right is rese rved to change or mod ify, without notice, the
requirements for adm ission or graduation ; to change the schedule
arrangement or content of courses, the grading system the books
used, th e t~iti?n and other. fe~s ; to alter any rule or regulation; to
refuse adm1ss1on or readm1ss1on to any student , or to dism iss any
student for good cause at any time, should it be deemed in the in
terest of th e University or the student to do so.

Admission
All applicants for admission must complete and submit a College
of Law application form together with a non-refundable $35.00 ap
plication fee. All applicants must also take the Law School Admission
Test (LSAT) and register for the Law School Data Assembly Service
(LSDAS) . The LSAT examination is given periodically by the
Educational Testing Service at locations throughout the United
States. The LSDAS is a service which compiles information con
cerning undergraduate and prior graduate academic records and sub
mits such data to law schools designated by the applicant. Applicants
should register for both the LSAT and the LSDAS as early as
possible . Reg istration forms and additional information are available
directly from LSAT/ LSDAS , Educat ional Testing Service, Box 944 ,
Princeton, New Jersey 08540 .

Juris Doctor Degree Candidates
Applicants for regular admission as candidates for the Juris Doctor
degree must have been awarded a baccalaureate degree or h igher
by a college or university approved by a regional accrediting agency
not later than the beginning of the quarter in wh ich they are adm itted
to candidacy . Degrees awarded by foreign educational institutions
wi ll be specially evaluated.
Transcripts of all previous college or university records must be
su bmitted through the Law School Data Assembly Service. Such
tra nscr ipts sho uld be sent to LSDAS and not directly to the College of
Law. The ABA accreditation requirements and Ohio Supreme Court
ru les require that all first-year law students furnish proof of
gr aduation from accredited undergraduate colleges. Therefore ,
before the beginning of fall quarter classes , each entering student
must submit to the College an official , accredited transcript of his or
her completed undergraduate degree.
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Applicants are admitted by the Dean upon the recommendation of
the Faculty Comm ittee on Admissions . In reviewing applications, the
Committee considers LSAT scores (including Writing Ability) , college
records, and other indications of likely success in the highly demand
ing law school curriculum and legal profession.
Experience reveals that in most cases undergraduate grade
averages and LSAT scores are the most reliable measures available
for predicting probable success or failure in law study. For this
reason and because of the extremely heavy volume of applications
which 'must be considered each year, most students are admitted
primarily upon the basis of an index combining grades and test
scores .
Recognizing that strict numerical indicators are ~ot inf~llibl. e ,
however some students in each entering class are admitted primarily
on the basis of factors other than the numerical index. Such ad
mission through an educational effort known as the Legal Career
Opport~nities Program , normally follows a personal interview of the
applicant at the invitation of the Admissions Committee. Invitations
for interviews and subsequent admission through this program , are
based upon ~II available relevant information about an a~plicant.
Consideration is given to the applicant's answers to application form
questions, to letters of recommendation , and to past experience ~nd
other qualifications. Special emphasis is placed upon factors tending
to suggest that grades or test scores are inaccurate p~e.dictors of su?
cess in a particular case. The Legal Career Opportunities Program is
described more fully on pages 59-60 of this Bulletin.
The College of Law is committed in its admission policy to the
promotion of equal educational opportunity for all persons of every
race , religion , national origin , and sex. A special recruitment and
educational effort is carried out each year primarily for members of
minority groups as a part of the Legal Career Opportunities Program.
The College also actively recruits and encourages applications for
admission from women students to the end that more women may be
afforded the opportunity to enter the .legal profession .
First year students are admitted to begin study only in the fall quar
ter of each year. Students who decline to attend after being admitted
and applicants who are denied admission must reapply if they wish to
be considered for admission in a subsequent year.
Requests for additional information regarding admissions , or for
consideration under the Legal Career Opportunities Program , should
be addressed to the Assistant Dean for Student Affairs.

Transfer Students
Students in good standing from law schools accredited by the
American Bar Assoc iation or the Association of American Law
Schools may apply for admission as transfer students with or without
advanced standing . Such students are admitted by the Dean upon
recommendation of the Faculty Committee on Admissions . Transfer
applicants are recommended for admission only upon evidence that

they have satisfactorily pursued courses of pre-legal and legal study
equivalent to thos~ re.q uired in this College for the period preceding
their transfer applications . The Committee normally recommends for
transfer admission only those students whose performance at their
previous law school was outstanding and whose undergraduate
grades and LSAT scores are comparable to the average of the class
at this College which they will be joining.
Any student who has previously attended another law school,
whe.t~er .or not she or .he seeks advanced standing , must: (1) obtain
cert1f1cat1on from the dean of his or her former law school that she or
he is in good standing and eligible for further instruction ; (2) submit
an official transcript of all work completed at his or her previous law
school ; (3) submit an Application for Admission form together with
application fee ; and (4) subm it a complete transcript of his or her un
dergraduate and prior graduate academic record and LSAT score
report through the Law School Data Assembly Service (LSDAS) .
Transfer students are admitted with advanced standing to the ex
tent provided by the College of Law Academic Regulations . Transfer
applicants are advised to fam i liarize themselves with all the
Academic Regulations , and particularly with Regulations 7.1, regard
ing the status of transfer students , beginn ing on page 36 of th is
Bulletin.

Graduate Degree Candidates
Applicants for admission as candidates for the Master of Laws
(LL.M .) or Master of Laws in Advocacy (LL.M .-Advocacy) degrees
must have received the first degree in law from an accredited United
States law school or an equivalent law school in any other English
speak ing country which follows the common law system . Graduates
from other foreign law schools will be admitted as candidates for the
LL.M. or LL.M.-Advocacy degrees only upon submission of evidence
of k.nowledge of the English language and the common law system
suff1c1ent to permit the candidate to conduct advanced studies.
Applicants are admitted by the Dean upon the recommendation of
the. F.aculty Com~ittee on Graduate Studies. Superior scholarship in
fulfilling the requirements for the first law degree is required, nor
mally to be evidenced by a grade average of B or higher (or the
equivalent) . The Committee also gives consideration to the ap
plicant 's past experience , evidence of maturity and motivation
recommendations , particularly from former teachers and such ot he~
indices of competence as writings and publication~ . A personal in
terview may be requested by the Committee.
Special graduate application forms and additional information are
available from the Assistant Dean for Academ ic Affairs.

Special Students and Transients
Some courses are ava ilable to a limited number of ind ividuals who
are not admitted as degree candidates, but who desire instruction in
particular subject areas . Eligibility for admission as special students
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is limited to (1) students currently enrolled as degree candidates in
other Colleges of the University or in other accredited law schools,
colleges , or universi ties, (2) members of the bar or graduates of the
College of Law or other approved law schools, and (3) other persons
satisfying the requ irements for adm ission to the College of Law as
degree candidates .
Persons dism issed or suspended from the College of Law or any
other law school are not el igible for admission as special students.
Persons denied admission to the College of Law as Juris Doctor
degree candidates are also inel igible for adm ission as special
students, except in the case of persons admitted as J.D. degree can
didates to another law school who seek admission to the College of
Law as transient special students . Every applicant for transient ad
mission must submit a letter from the dean of the law school in which
she or he is a degree candidate (1) certifying that the student is
currently in good standing and eligible to enroll , (2) granting per
mission for the student to enroll for the particular quarter and course
or courses in this College of Law for which transient admission is
sought , and· (3) agreeing to accept transfer credit for the successful
completion of such courses.
Appl icants for limited special student status are admitted by the
Dean on a space available basis and upon evidence of satisfactory
completion of course prerequisites or other evidence of ability to han
dle course requirements . Admission as a special student is limited to
the particular quarter and course or courses for which the status is
expressly granted.
Special students may enroll either for cred it (wh ich is not ap
plicable toward degree requirements in the case of subsequent ad
mission to degree cand idacy) or as auditors. In either case , the tu ition
and fees are the same as for regularly adm itted students. Reg istration
priority for all courses · is given to College of Law degree cand idates,
and the College reserves the right to w ithhold reg istration approval
or to de-reg ister special students if insufficient places are available in
any courses for the College's qualified degree cand idates.
Subject to the foregoing, all rules and regulat ions of the College of
Law are appl icable to special students. Special student application
forms and additional information are available from the Assistant
Dean for Academic Affairs.

Expenses and Fees

Annual expenses at the University will vary depending on whether
a student plans to commute or reside on campus. An out-of-state
stude~t must pay a nonresident tuition fee in addition to the in
structional and general fees.
All fees are du~ and payab_le_as part of the student's registration .
Payment of fees 1s a prerequ1s1te to official enrollment, and checks
should be made payable to Cleveland State University.
F~es are fixed by the Board of Trustees of the University and are
sub1ect to change w ithout notice.
Financial Responsibility of Students
S_tu~ents _are expected to assume the respons ibility for meeting
t~e1r financial obli~ations to Cleveland State. Therefore, the Univer
sity reserves the right to deny registration and transcript service to
students who have not paid outstand ing debts to the University.
Law College Feea Per Quarter
Effective Fall 1976
Standard Program

RHldant

NonrHldent

13·16 credit hours

of Ohio

of Ohio

Instructional Fee
General Fee
Tuition Surcharge
Total
· 1-12 cred it hours. each
· Extra charge fo r hours
over 16. eac h

$327 .00
48 .00
-0
375.00
29 .00

$327 .00
48 .00
375 .00
750.00
58 .00

28 .00

56 .00

.

Pro rated between In stru ctiona l Fee and Genera/ Fee.
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Mlecellaneou1 Fees

College of Law Appllcatlon Fee
College of Law Enrollment Deposit
Late Registration Fee
$3.00 for first late day
$1 .00 for each additional late day
($10 maximum charge)

$35.00
$150.00

Refund of Fees .
Students withdrawing from class in accordance with regulations
will be eligible for refund or fee adjustment. The date the course
change is presented at the Cashier's Office w ill be the basis for the
computation of refunds in accordance with the following schedule :+
Refund Schedule

$3.00 to 10.00
Period

Add-Drop Fee
For each course added or dropped

$3.00

Tranecrlpt Fee

$1 .00

Identification Card Replacement

$1 .00

Prior to First Day
First Week
Second Week
Third Week
Fourth Week

Fees Refunded
100%
90%
80%
60%
40%

After the fourth week nci adjustment will be made .
$10.00

Graduation Fee-final quarter

$155.00

• Dormitory Room-;:ier quarter
Proce11lng Fee-bank 's return of bad check

$5.00

Collection Fee

$4.00

•There is no fixed board fee , as meals are paid for at time of purchase.

Refund of Enrollment Deposits
As a condition of formal acceptance, all students entering the
Cleveland-Marshall College of Law are required to make an
enrollment deposit with the understanding that this deposit shall ap
ply toward fees required for registration . If subsequent to making
their deposits entering students decide not to register, and notify the
college in writing, partial refunds may be made in accordance with
the following refund schedule.

Date Notification Received
May 1
June 1
July 1
August 1
October 15

Amount of Refund
$125
100
75
50
25

Ohio Residency Regulations
Cleveland State University uses the following criteria in deter
mining the residency status of its students :

1. A dependent student shall be considered to be a resident of Ohio
if his or her parents or legal guardian have resided in Ohio for 12
co~se~utive months or more immediately preceding enrollment,
or 1f his or her parents reside in Ohio at the time of enrollment
and at least one of the parents is gainfully employed on a full
time basis in Ohio.
2. A student shall be considered to be an Ohio resident regardless
of the place of residence of the parents or legal guardian at the
time of enrollment if the student resides in Ohio and has resided
in the ~tate for 12 consecutive months or more immediately
pr~ceding enrollment and if student presents satisfactory
evidence that the parents or legal guardian have not contributed
to his or her support during the preceding 12 months and do not
claim him or her as a dependent for federal government income
tax purposes.
3. A student shall be considered to be an Ohio resident regardless
of the place of residence of the parents or legal guardian at the
time of enrollment if the student is gainfully employed on a full
time basis and resides in Ohio , is pursuing a part-time program of
instruction, and if there is reason to believe that the student did
not enter Ohio primarily for the purpose of enrolling in an Ohio in
stitution of higher education .

+ Summer term refund s will be pro raced i n acco rdan ce w it h th e length o f the cerm .
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4. The residency status of a marri ed student sha ll be determ ined
w ithout regard to the residency status of the student 's spouse.
5. A person in militar'Y service or the dependent of a person in
mili tary service sha ll be cons idered to be a resident of Oh io
during the period of time when that person is on act ive duty
status in Oh io and has estab li shed a residence in Oh io.
6. A person who enters upon act ive duty status in the mili tary serv
ice as a resident of Oh io and the dependent ch ildren of such a
person shall be considered to be residents of Oh io if they provide
proof of continued domicile in Oh io and of cont inued elig ibility to
vote in Oh io.
7. A student classified as a resident of Oh io whose parents or legal
guardian move their residence to another state shall be con
sidered to be a resident of Ohio until completion of the degree
program in which the student is currently enrolled .
8. A student who at the time of enrollment enters the state of Oh io
from another state for the primary purpose of enrolling in an Oh io
institution of higher education shall be considered to be a
nonresident student, and shall continue to be so considered
during the period of continuous enrollment as a full-time student
in an Ohio institution of higher education .
9. An al ien student admitted to the United States on a student visa
or other temporary visa shall be considered to be a nonresident
student. An alien holding an I mm igrant visa may establi sh Oh io
residency in the same manner as a citize n of the United States.
10. A student classi fied as a nonresident student may appeal the
c lassification to an appropriate officer or adm inistrative pane l
du ly const ituted by an institution of hi gher education and may be
reclassified as a resident of Oh io if:
a. the dependent student presents conclusive evidence that his
or her parents or legal guardian have estab lished a residence in
Oh io and at least one of the pa rents is gainfully employed on a
fu ll-t ime basis in Oh io;
b . the student , in add i t ion to demonstrat i ng f i nanc i a l i n
dependence from parents , presents clear and conv i nc i ng
evidence of exceptional circumstances just ifying a change in
c l ass i f icat io n because of hav i ng establ ished a separate
residence in Oh io for 12 months or more preceding the req uest
for reclassification and because of having made a definite com
mitment to enter into gainful employment in Oh io upon com
plet ion of a degree program with in the ensu ing 12 months.

Financial Aid

I

As a tax-assisted university, Cleveland State University provides
education ?f sound quality at a moderate cost. Through various aid
programs, 1t seeks to help those qualified students who nevertheless
will have financial difficulty when attending CSU . Students are en
c?uraged to inquire about financial aid opportunities that the Univer
sity and the College of Law make ava ilable.
The major forms of financial assistance are College of Law tu ition
g~ants.• feder~ I l ~ans , _and work-study awards. They are normally
~ 1ven in co~b 1 ~at 1 on w ith one another, financial need being the most
important cnteno~ for elig ib ili ty. Awards are made by the Dean upon
the re~<:>mmendat 1 on of the Faculty Comm ittee on Financial Aid.
Add1t1onal information and assistance in applying are available
from the College of Law Financial A id Adm inistrator.

Graduate and Professional School Financial Aid Service
The _College of Law is a partic i pant i n the Graduate and

Profes~1onal ~chool Financial Aid Service (GAPSFAS). GAPSFAS is
a service wh ich compiles financial need information and subm its
su_ch data to law schools designated by the student appl icant. All a,:r
pl~can_ts for a~y fo~m o~ financial aid must file a GAPSFAS " A,:r
p/1ca_t1on for Fmanc1_a l At'!' fo!m. The GAPSFAS application may be
o_b!atn~d from t~e financial aid officer at most colleges and univer
sities in the United S~ates, or it may be obtained directly from the
G~aduate and Profess ional School Financial Aid Service, Box 2614 ,
Princeton, New Jersey 08540. The application should be filed with
GAPS FAS not later than April 1, in order to assure its receipt by this
~olleg_e o~ Law not later than May 1, the deadl ine for submitting
financial aid applications.
The G~PSFAS application contains sections to be completed by
th_e applicant, by the appl ica.nt's spouse or spouse-to-be, if ap
pli cable, and by the applicant s parents if she or he is dependent
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upon them according to federal financial aid program criteria. Ap
plicants must complete the required sections , as indicated above, to
be considered for any form of financial aid.
Additional verifying information may be requested of any applicant
by the Committee on Financial Aid.

College of Law Tuition Grants

..

.

A moderate number of partial and full tu1t1on grants are awarded
each year to students with academic promise and. demonstrated
financial need. Such awards are made both to ent~ring and to up
perclass students, for one academic year only. Applicants may .reap
ply in subsequent years, but the awards ~re not. automatically
renewable . Financial need and academic ach1ev~me~t a~e
reevaluated each year in light of the College's overall f1nanc1al aid
resources .
.
.
Several merit scholarships are awarded to the highest ranking in
coming students for the first year only . These are not renewable
unless the student's financial situation would warrant.

Student Loans
The National Direct Student Loan Program (formerly known as the
National Defense Student Loan Program) enables students to borrow
specified amounts , depending upon need and prior ag~regate
borrowing , with no interest until nine months after gradua~1on and
thereafter with only 3 percent interest . By far the most attractive !orm
of loan assistance, the NDSL program is administered by the Univer
sity with funds provided by the federal government. NDSL loans are
available both to entering students and to upperclass students. They
are awarded annually for a single academic year.
Other loan programs, such as the Ohio Student Guaranteed Loan
Program, provide guaranteed loans at competitive ~nt~rest rate.s
through participating banks, savings and loan asso~1at1o~s , _credit
unions and insurance companies. Although the Un1vers1ty 1s not
directly involved in the granting of such loans, many require the cer
tification of need through the regular University financial aid process.
Additional information on such programs is available from the
College of Law Financial Aid Administrator.

Federal Work-Study Program
The Federal Work-Study Program offers opportunities for em
ployment-Often in law-related work-both part time during t~e
school year and full time in the summers. When classes are. in
session , students may work up to 20 hours per week . Durin.g
vacations , 40 hour per week jobs are available. The pay normally is
$3.25 per hour for law-related positions .
Work-study students may be employed as faculty r~search
assistants or library aids on campus, or they may be placed with such
employers as the Legal Aid Society, the City Law Director's Office, or
other government agencies or nonprofit organizations in Cleveland or
one of the surrounding communities .

Awards for work-study employment are frequently made to sup
plement other forms of financial assistance when there is serious
need. No~m~lly, entering students are not eligible for work-study
beca.use 1t 1s the College 's policy to ·discourage students from
working part time during their first year in law school.
Other non-work-~tudy campus employment is available. However,
students who receive any form of financial aid must check with the
Financial Aid Administrator regarding their eligibility for campus em
ployment.

The Cleveland-Marshall Educational Foundation
The Cleveland-Marshall Educational Foundation is a privately en
dowed, nonprofit corporation which exists primarily to provide awards
and financial assistance to students of the Cleveland-Marshall
College of Law. The Foundation administers a number of endowed
funds established by alumni and other benefactors before the
College became part of Cleveland State University, and it continues
to receive donations from friends and alumni interested in the welfare
of the school and its students.
In addition to a general purpose fund, from which a number of
grants are made each year to financially needy students the
following memorial funds are administered by the Cleveland-Ma~shall
Educational Foundation .

William E. Baldwin Memorial Fund. Mrs. Alice Baldwin Witt , sister
of the late W1ll1am E. Baldwin. established a fund in the original
sum of $5,000 (since augmented by more than $7,000 in additional
gifts .and a $25,000 .bequest from Mrs. Witt) for the purpose of
creating a trust fund 1n memory of William E. Baldwin the income
from which is used to help worthy students attend th~ Cleveland
Marshall College of Law . The student or students to receive the
benefits of the trust are determined by the Dean, upon the advice of
the faculty. The choice of such students is based on scholastic
standing and financial need.
A.H. Dudnik Fund. A permanent fund in the initial sum of $2 ,500
was established by Abe H. Dudnik , Class of 1927, in memory of his
~other, G1tha Dudn1k . The fund has been augmented from time to
time by md1v1dual contributions. The income, and in some cases
the principal,. may, at the discretion of the Dean of the College, be
granted outright to any worthy student in need of funds to continue
his or her legal education.
Sidney B. Fink Memorial Fund. This fund was established by a
contribution from Judge Lee E. Skeel in memory of the long-time
business. manager of the Cleveland-Marshall Law School . The
fund , which has been increased by additional contributions from
time to time, is to be used for grants, loans, or other student
benefits at the discretion of the Dean.
Philip E. Knowlton Memorial Fund. Under the will of the late
Bertha H. Knowlton , a sum of $20 ,000 was bequeathed to the Law

-
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College to be used to assist needy and worthy students i':1 meeting
tuition expenses at th is College. The fund 1s a memorial to Mr.
Phili p E. Know lton, w ho w as an al umnus. Class of 1900.

d isadvantaged students. The Fund is a nonprofit organ izat ion
wh ich rece ives contributions primarily to enable minority students
to pursue legal educational opportunit ies.

'd c Meck Jr Assistance Fund. The Class of 1955. to
J u d ge D av1
·
• ·•
·
f th
h I established
commemorate its esteem and affect ion or e s~ oo :
.
" The Jud e David c. Meck . Jr.. Assistance Fund , ~ h 1 ch has since

L81ter L. Roth Memorial Fund. A f und in the initial sum of $5,000 is
made avai lable by a bequest to t he Cleveland-Marshall College of
Law from the late Lester L. Roth of the Class of 1939. Income from
the fund is used to prov ide assistance for f i nanc ially needy
students. Grants are made by the Dean upon the recommendation
of the College of Law Financial A id Adm inistrator.

been au g~ented by additional cont ributions. T~e income. as w~ll
as the principa l. is used for the purpose _o f making loans t~tort ~
students in good standing on th e basis of need, regar ess o
scholarsh ip.

Ellis

v

Ri

Wllllam H. ThornH Foundation Loan Fund. A revolving loan fund

ner Memorial Fund. In 1975 a perm.anent _fund w as

is maintained by the Will iam H. Thomas Foundation of Delta Theta
Ph i Law Fraternity for the purpose of making loans to Cleveland
Marshall students. Preference in the granting of loans is given to
members of Delta Theta Phi , but other law students are eligible to
apply. Criteria include financial need, scholarship, and evidence of
unanticipated emergency in meeting law school expenses.

establi~h e~y

the family and fri ends of the late Ellis V. R 1 J?pn~ r . an
alum nus disti ngui sh ed professor. and a respe_c ted ?u th~r~~ 1 ~ the
r
of ' rob ate law . The income may, at t he d1 scret10.n o
e ean
~f e~he bollege, be used for the purpose of aw arding grants to
students on the basis of need and scholarship.

Ben and Ella Wagner Memorial Award Fund., Dr. dMar¥in :ag~~~

I

American Jurl1prudence Awards. American Jurisprudence prizes,
joint g ifts of the Bancroft-Whitney Company, San Franc isco,
Cal iforn ia, and The Lawyers Cooperat ive Publ ishing Company,
Rochester, New York, consist ing of specially bound titles from
American Jurisprudence, are awarded to students receiving the
h ighest grade in various subjects.

Orville J weaver Fund. Friends of the late Orville J . Weaver, cu~
laude of.the Class of 1958 . have establ ished a fund for an award tn
his memory. Grants may be made to worthy needy students. at the
discret ion of the Dean.
I

The Cleve land-Marshall Educational Foundation also admini ste~
the Charles A uerbach Award, the J udge Jar:ies C. Connell Awar •
the Su s I. Garber Award, the Sidney A. Levine Award'. the Howard
L Olecgkg Award the Ch ief J ust ice Emeritus Samuel H. S1l b~rt A'!'ard,
a~d the Judge Lee E. Skeet Aw~rd. A ll a_re more fu lly described in the
Prizes and Aw ards secti on of this Bulletin .

Other Flnanclal Aid Awards

In addition to the funds administered b~ . the Cleveland-Marsh~ll
Educational Foundation , the following add1t1onal sources of special
financial aid are available to students.

c1eveland-Mar1hall Law Alumnl A11oclatlon

Sc~l~rshlpt.

The
Law Alumni Association each year awards a sum suff1c1ent to cover
full tuition and fees for one entering part-time evening stu~ent and
one entering full-time day student. The awards are ma e u~n
recommendation of the D~an and _
are b_ased upon past academic
achievement, future potential , and financial need.

unity Fund An annual allocation is provided for

~~'t~!~~l~O distribute" in the form

of grants to educationally

Prizes and Awards
Each year the College of Law awards a number of special prizes
and awards of recognition to students who have made outstanding
academic achievements.

son of the late Ben and Ella Wagner , establ1she a un .. 1n
· · I m of $500 which will be augmented from time to time by
•
.
b
d at the discretion of
ong1na su
addit ion al contr ibutions. This fund is to e use ,
f ff d'
the Dean, eith er for a lecturesh ip or for th e purpose o a or mg
financia l aid to a worth y cand idate from th e first-year class of the
College of Law .

W.H. Anderson Company Award. A current law book pub lished by
th e company is awarded annually to the f ina l-year student, who, in
th e judgment of the Faculty Comm ittee on Awards and Com
pet it ions, has contri buted the most meritorious art ic le to the
Cleveland State Law Review.

I

Charle• Auerbach Award. An annual cash aw ard from the income
of th e Charles Auerbach Fund, ini t ially established by a g ift to the
C lev e land-Marsha ll Ed uc at io n a l Foun dat ion from Pr ofessor
Emeritus Char les A uerbach , dist ing uished member of the law
faculty since 1939, and since augmented by additional gifts from
faculty, students, alumn i, and friends, is awarded to the outstand ing
student in the Law of Evidence.

W.E. Baldwin Award. Baldwin 's Oh io Revised Code Annotated,
(Remove-A-Lex Edition) , with the current year's Service is awarded
annually by the Banks-Baldwin Company to the most deserving
graduating student, as determined by the Dean. This set has a
value of $250.

Bank1-Baldwln Company Award. One of its current publications is
awarded annually by the Banks-Baldwin Company to the student
achieving the second highest cumulative grade average in the
graduating class .

!
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Hugo Bleck Aw.,d. The names of the winners of the annual Moot
Court Competition are inscribed on the Hugo Black Award plaque.

B.N.A. United St•t" U.w Week Aw.,d. A ye_ar's subscription to
Law Week is awarded each year to the gr_adu_a ting law _student who
has made the most satisfactory progress in his or her final year.

Centr•I N•tloHI B•nk Aw.,d. Volume 4 of Baldw i~'s Ohio Legal

Forms is awarded annually by the Central Nat~onal Bank _of
Cleveland, Ohio, to the most outstanding student in Commercia l
Law .

c. Connell Award. Each year fr~ the incom e of the
Judge James c. Connell Fund (created by a gift to the Cleveland
Marshall Educational Foundation from the Cuyahoga County Bar
Association in 1971) an award of approx imately $50 is given to the
most outstand ing student in Criminal Law .

friends in honor of Dist ingu ished Professor Emeritus Howard L.
Olec • a member of the law faculty from 1956 to 1974. These
awards are presented each year for the outstand ing legal writing
by a student and the outstanding legal writing by a faculty member.

Chief Justice Emeritus Samuel H. Silbert Award. Ch ief Justice
Emeritus Samuel H. Sil bert of the Ohio Common Pleas Court , an
alumn~s and former trustee and former faculty member. has
established a fund from which an annual cash award of at least
$100 _is made to tht: ~tudent who, in the judgment of the faculty, has
by his or her writing contr ibuted most to the qual i ty of the
Cleveland State Law Review.

Judge J•m"

Dean'• Moot Court Competition Award. The outstandi~g oral
arguments In the annual Moot Court Competition are recognized by
the cash prizes of the Dean's Award.

Delta Thet• Phi Award. Delta Theta Ph i Law Frater_ni ty h_as
estab lished an annual award consisting of a plaque , su itably in
scribed, awarded to the student who contributes ~n article ~o the
Law Review which, in th e opinion of the Dean, 1s most directly
useful to practicing lawyers.

f.culty Aw•rd. Baldwin's Oh io Revised Code, with current Se~vice,
is awarded annually to the graduating student who has ach ieved
the highest cumulative grade average.

Suggs I. G81'ber Aw•rd. An annual award, established by Suggs I.
Garber of the Class of 1921 with an initial gift of $1 ,500, is granti::d
in the fields of Business Organiza tion and Taxation. The awards, in
the amounts of $200 and $100 annually, are given to the stu.dents
judged to have achieved the most outstanding performance in the
subjects designated.

L•nd Title Gu.,•nt" •nd Trust Compeny A~•rd•. Two annu~I
awards of $50 are given to students for outstanding performance in
the Law of Property.

Law Alumni AHoclatlon Moot Court Competition Award. T_h~ ou_t
standing br ief writing in the annual Moot C_o urt C<;>mpet1t1on is
recognized by cash prizes from the Law Alumni Assoc1at1on Award.

Sidney A. Levine Award. Two cash prizes in honor of the late ~ i d
ney A. Levine, an alumnu s, have been established by M.rs. Levine
and friends of that alumnus, for the two best papers written each
year in a legal writing course .

Howard L. Oleck Award. Annual cash awards for outstanding lega l
writing are given from the income of the Howard L. Oleck _Fund ,
established by contributi ons from faculty, students, alumni , and

Sinden Tort Competition Prize. Two annual prizes of $50 and $25
are awarded to the students writing th e best papers on a subject
related to Torts or Evidence .

Judge Lee E. Skeel Memorial Award. An award of $50 made
possible by an original endowment created by Banks - Baldwi~ Com
pany and augmented by other friends of Judge Skeel , is given an
nually to the most outstanding student in the Law of Property .

Spangenberg Trial Practice Prize. An annual prize is awarded to
the student who, in the judgment of the Faculty Committee on
Awards a~d Competitions , has given the most outstanding per
formance 1~ the course in Trial Preparation or Trial Procedure,
together with the greatest comprehension of trial pract ice and
procedures. The prize consists of a three-volume set of Harper and
James's Law of Torts.

Carl_ 8 . Stokes .Ach ievement Award . A cash award of ap
prox1~ately $150 1s made each year to the minority student (Black,
Spanish-surnamed, American Ind ian, or Oriental) who atta ined the
highest aca~em ic average_in the first yea r in the College of Law.
The award 1s . not made in any year that no f irs -year minority
studen ranks in the upper 25 percent of the class . The award is
made from the Carl B. Sto es Fund, es ab lished under the aegis of
the Urban League of Cleveland in honor of the former Cleveland
Mayor and member of the Class of 1956.

William H. Thomas Foundation of Delta Theta Phi Law Fraternity.
An award of approx imately $200 is made each year to the most
deserving member of the Cleveland-Marshall chapter of Delta
Theta Phi Fraternity entering his final year. If no " most deserving "
member can be agreed upon, then equ ivalent awards in recognition
of scholarship and /or perseverance in the face of the obstacle of
financial need shall be made.

Wall, Street J.ournal Student Achievement Award. Each year a
years subscription to th e Wa ll Street Journal is awarded to the
gradu_ating student with th e most outstanding perform ance in the
com bined courses of Commercial Law and Business Assoc iations.

~ar Veterans Bar AHociation Award. An annual award of $100 is
given by the War Veterans Bar Association to the war veteran
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student in the class about to enter the final year (~r to a non
veteran ith the highest grades. i f there is no veteran m the class)
who ach ie es the h 1ghes grade average.

west Publishing Company Corpus Juris. Secundum Awards. One
title from the Corpus Juris Secundum senes is awarded annual!~ to
the student in each class who contributes the most to scholarsh ip.
west Publishing Company Hornbook Awards. A title from_ the
west Hornbook series of texts is awarded annually ~o t~e first-,
second-, and third-year student with the best average m his or her
class .
West Publishing Company Moot Court Award. A set _of Pound's
Jurisprudence is awarded annually to the most outstanding student
in the Moot Court Program.

.

.·
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Degree Requirements and
Academic Regulations
Requirements for the Juris Doctor Degree
The J uris Doctor degree will be awarded upon the satisfactory
compl etion of a minimum of 126 quarter credit hours during a period
of at least 90 calendar weeks in full-time residence or 120 calendar
weeks in part-time residence and w ith a cumulat ive grade-point
average of not less than 2.00 on a 4.00 scale. (The complete quarter
credit residence requ irement is set out in Academic Regulation 4.4 on
pages 43-44 of th is Bulletin. ) Of the 126 required quarter credit hours.
73 hours may be in courses elected by the s uden ; the remaining 53
hours must be earned in seven core curriculum courses and m a
least one le gal s i lls course , one wr i i ng i ns i ute, and one
professional responsibility course. A legals ills course 1s an elective
that develops law prac ice s ills. such as rial procedure and legal in
terviewing. An ins itu e is a seminar-like course extending over wo
quarters and involving an extensive research and writing pro1ect and
oral presen ation. A professional responsibility course is an elective
that includes at leas ten classroom hours of instruction in he Code
of Professional Responsibility. Lists of courses satisfying the sk ills
course , institute , and professional respon sibility requ irements are
published from time to time as new offerings are approved and added
to the curriculum.
The core c urriculum courses which each student must satisfac
torily com plete are as follows :
·Brief Writing and Advoc acy . . .. .. ... . . ..... . . 2 Cred it Hours
Civi l Procedure LAW 505 . ... ... . . . .. . . .. .... 8 Credit Hours

•B eginn i ng with the fall quar te r 1975. ever y l1r st- year student is as 1g ned on e co re
cumcul um .course i n a sma ll gro up section o f appro ximately ZS studen ts Th e course 1n·
corporates a substan11al leRal w mmg compo n ent and an advocacy co mponent
·
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Requirements for the MH ter of Laws Degree
The Master of Laws degree (LL.M .) will be awarded upon th e
sati sfactory completion of a program of study approved by th e Facu lty
Comm ittee on Graduate Studies, such program to Include a minimu m
of 30 quarter credi t hours of course work and a th esi s refl ecti ng a
substantial deg ree of scholarsh ip and original re sea rch.
The Comm ittee on Gradu ate Studies sh all appoint a g radu ate ad
viser for each LL. M. candidate from among the members of the law
fac~lty: The g raduate adviser shall have primary responsibility for
reviewing and approving the specific course program being pursued
by the candidate.
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The course work must be compl eted w ith grades of B or higher in
courses represent ing at least twenty-one of the th irty requ ired cred it
hours and w ith grades of C or higher in the balance of the courses. A
ca ndidate receiving a grade of D or lower in any course, or grades of
C in more than nine hours of courses, sha ll be dism issed from th e
prog ram, except upon a f ind ing of special circumstances by th e Com
mittee on Graduate Studies.
Not more than ni ne hours of credit rece ived from anoth er law
sch oo l may be appl ied towards th e LL.M . degree requ irement s, and
the acceptance of any such cred it shall be at the discretion of th e
Comm ittee. No cred it earned by a candidate prior to rece iving the
f irst deg ree in law may b e appl ie d toward the LL.M . deg ree
requ ireme nts, except w here a cand idate has earned credit in excess
of the first degree requ irements before rece ivi ng that degree and the
Committee has spe c if ically approved accept ing such cred it i n
fulfillment of the LL.M. requ irements . No cred it earned more than fou r
years prior to the awarding of the degree may be applied towards the
LL.M. requirements.
. .
The required LL.M . thesis must be prepared under the superv1s1on
of a thesis committee and approved by the Committee on Graduate
Studies. The thesis commi ttee shall be comprised of the candidate's
graduate adv iser and two other members of the facu lty selected by
the Comm ittee on Graduate Stud ies for t heir interest and compe tence
in the area of the candidate's th esis research . A majori ty of th e thesis
comm ittee shall approv e th e cand idate's thes is before it is con
sidered for approval by th e Com mittee on Graduate Studies .

Requirements for the Master of Laws in Advocacy

Degre~

The Master of Law s in Advocacy degree (LL.M . - Advocacy) w ill be
aw ard ed upon the satisfactory completion of a program of st udy ap
prov ed b y the Faculty C omm i tt e e on Grad u ate S t ud ies . T h e
requ irements for th is degree are th e same as those set out above_for
th e LL.M . degree, except that a minimum of eighteen of the requi red
th irty cred it hours must be earned in courses approved by the Com
mittee as relating to advocacy .

Academic Regulations
The follow ing academic reg ul ati ons are applicable to all students
enroll ed in th e Cleveland-Marsha ll College of Law as candidates for
any deg ree , unless oth erwi se indica ted :
1. Attendance :

Students are required to attend classes with substantial
regularity . Unsatisfactory attendance in any course , as defined
by the course instructor with reasonable notice to students
enrolled , sh all be cause for lowering the final grade entered , in
voluntar i ly w i thdrawing a student from the course , or
withhold ing credit and enter ing the grade of F. as found ap
propriat e by the course instructor.

2. Grades and Grading Pract ices :

2 .1 The follow ing system of grading and grade points shall be
obse rveo:
A
B+
B
C+
C
D
F

Excell ent. 4 Grade Points.
Very good. 3.5 Grade Points.
Good. 3 Grade Points.
Better than fa ir. 2.5 Grade Points.
Fair. 2 Grade Points.
Poor. 1 Grade Point.
Failure. 0 Grade Points.

2.2 The followi ng grades ca rry no grade points:
P Passing. Given in select courses approved by the
faculty for Pass-Fail credit. Not involved in grade point
computat ion.
Incomplete. A temporary grade designation , given
when the work in a course has been generally passing,
but when some specific course requirement has not
been completed through no fault of the student and the
instructor has approved the complet ion ~f such
requ irement after the normal date for the conclusion of
the course . Th e course work must be completed and a
final grade submitted not later than the last day of
classes, excluding the examinat ion peri od, of the nex t
quarter foll owin g that in w hich the course was offered·
oth erw ise a final grade o f F will be recorded. E x ~
ceptions may be granted in appropriate cases by th e
Ac~de m i_c S~andards Committee. The incomplete grade
des1gnat1on 1s not invo lved in grade point computation.
T Temporary. A grade designation g iven in mu lt iple
quarter courses at th e end of quarters before the one in
wh ich the course concludes. Not involved in grade
point com putation .
W A uthorized Withdrawal. Given in th e c ase of offic ial
with drawal from a course during th e first six week s of
the quarter in which th e course began; also g iven in
appropriate cases after the f irst six week s wi th the ap
prova l of the Academ ic Standards Comm ittee.
WP Authorized With drawa l Passing. Given in the case of
official w ithdrawal from a course after the fi rst six
weeks of the quarter when the student's performance
in t~e course_to that time has been generally passing .
Not involved 1n grade point computation .
WF Authorized Withdrawal Failing. Given in the case of of
ficial withdrawal from a course after the first six weeks
of the quarter when the student's performance in the
course to that t ime has been generally fa iling. Not in

volved in grade poi nt computat ion.
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2.3 Computation of grade-point average :
Grade points ar~ determined by multiplying the point value
of the grade awarded by the number of credit hours earned
in each course . A student's grade-point average is deter
mined by d ivid ing the total grade points earned in all
courses by the total number of cred it hours attempted in all
courses for wh ich final letter grades (grades A through F,
above) have been awarded.
2.4 Grading Gu idel ines:
(a) Grading of all courses except Institutes, Sem inars,
LAW 509 Brief Writing and Advocacy , LAW 620 Legal
Writing , LAW 706 Moot Court , LAW 710 Law Review ,
LAW 7 11 Law Rev iew Editor , LAW 860 Lega l
Research , LAW 861 Research Assistant , and classes
with less than twenty-five (25) students eligible for final
grades , shall be in accordance with the following
guidelines:
First-Year Courses
Hanoe 1-'erm 1tted
Standard

A

B+
B
c+
c
D
F

8%
14%
19%
23%
28%
5%
3%

( 4-10%)
(10 - 16%)
(17 - 23%)
(20 - 30% )
(25 - 35%)
{ 0 - 8%)
{ 0 - 6%)

Upper Division Courses
Standard
Ranae Permi tt ed
12%
16%
23%
23%
21%
3%
2%

{ 8-15% )
(13-19%)
(21 - 28%)
(20 - 29%)
(1 8 - 27%)
( 0 - 7%)
( 0 - 5%)

(b) First-year courses are defined as all requ ired courses
in the first day division curriculum .
(c) With in reason , courses excepted from the Gu idel ines
should be graded in accordance w ith the principles
exempl ified by th e Guidelines.
(d) Th.e Dean is authorized to determ ine wheth er, despite
some dev i ations fr o m the " Ra nge Perm i tted ", a
schedule of grades is in substantial compliance with
the Grading Gu idel ines. If the Dean so decides, she or
he may approve the schedule. Should the Dean decide
that there is no substantial compl iance she or he shall
refer the matter to the Exam in ation and Grading Prac
tices Committee for its determination as to whether the
grades may be accepted . A schedule containing
deviations beyond substantial compliance with the
Guidelines may be accepted by the Examination and
Grading Pract ices Comm ittee when , after consultation
with th e professor submitting them , the Comm ittee

finds that the class is exceptiona l. The Exam inations
and Grading Practices Committee is authorized to
suggest mod ifications of grading schedules so as to
make them acceptable. Should the professor accept
such mod ificat ions , the grades w ill be entered and
posted. Fa iling such acceptance, grades will not be en
tered or posted.
(e) Professors w ith more than one section of a single
course, whether g iving a single examination to each
s~ct i on or different examinations to each section, may
either
(1) Grade all papers together so th.at th e total grade
distribution is with in the Guidel ines regardless of
the section to section differentials; or
(2) Grade each sect ion separately in which case each
section must come within the Guidel ines; provided
that if any section is comprised of le ss than
twen ty-five (25) students , that section must be
grouped with at least one other sect ion to total at
least twenty-five (25).
(f) In any course in which th e grades subm itted by the in
st ructor do not conform to these Guidelines, and a
resolution of the non-compliance is not achieved by the
Examination and Grading Practices Comm ittee in the
manner provided by the Gu ideli nes, grades for the
course shall be ente red and posted on a pass / fa il
basis, all grades orig inally submitted by the instructor
h igher than F to be recorded P (pass) and al l F grades
to be recorded F (fa il), except that if the number of F
grades subm itted exceeds th e max imum number of F
grades authorized by the Gu idelines, all grades for the
course shall be recorded P (pass).

2.5 Grade Disputes Procedures and Change of Grades :
(a) Time Permitted :
A student who is enrolled in a course in the College of
Law and who be lieves she or he has received an im
proper final grade in a course taught by a member of
the law faculty may request the faculty member to
change his or her grade. The request must be made
within six weeks after the date of the last examination
day of the fall , winter or summer quarter In which the
grade was earned or with In four weeks after the official
posting of such grades , whichever date shall be later.
Change of grade requests for courses taken in the
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spring quarter must be made by the end of the first
week of classes in the fall quarter of the same calendar
year.

3. Examination and Withdrawal Procedures:

3.1 Time of withdrawal :
o student shall be perm itted to withdraw from a course at
any time subsequent to one wee prior to the date of the
examination in such course, except with the approval of the
Academic Standards Comm ittee. Only compelling reasons
will just ify such approval, and mere neglect on the part of
the st udent seek ing to withdraw shall not const itute a com
pe lling reason .

(b) Basi s for Change of Grades:
Once a final letter grade (grades A .throu.gh F~ has
been submitted to the University Reg istrar s Office a
faculty member may change it ~nly with the approval of
the Academic Standards Comm ittee.
(1) Where there is a computational error ; or

3.2 Withdrawal from Multiple-Quarter Courses:

(2) Where the grade awarded was arbitrary ~nd not in
accord with the grading standards applied to the
other members of the class ; or

Unless otherwise approved in advance by the Academic
Standards Committee, any student who withdraws from a
mult iple-quarter continuing course before its conclusion
shall be deemed to have withdrawn from the entire course,
even though the grade designation T may have been re
corded for one or more quarters completed in the course,
and the student must repeat the entire course in order to
receive any credit for it.

(3) Where the student's prior request to take the
examination or submit a required paper at another
time was improperly denied.
(c) ·Appeals to Academic Standards Committee:
If after ten days the faculty member has not acted upon
the student's request or decl ines to change the grad~ ,
the student may submit a petition to the Ac~dem~c
Standards Comm ittee. The petit ion must be fil ed an
writing within ten days after the faculty member h~s
failed to act or has communicated, either orally or an
writing, his or her refusal to change the student'. s
grade. The student and faculty member may ap_pear an
person before the Academic Standards . <?<>mm1ttee to
present their respective views on the petition.
(d) The Academic Standards Committee must either:
(1) Approve the change of grade submitted; or

(2) Reject the change of grade submitted and require
the original grade to remain in effect; or
(3) Let the disputed grade stand or notify the Registrar
that the disputed grade should be changed to a
" P" grade.
(e) Appeals to the Faculty:
See Regulation 10 .
(f) Law students enrolled in courses offered by other
colleges within this University (see Regul.a tion 4.6)
shall follow the grade dispute procedure available pur
suant to the regulations of such colleges .

3.3 Withdrawal from All Classes:
St udents who officially withdraw or who cease to attend
classes for more than one quarter exclusive of summer
quarter must apply and be readm itted before they may
enroll for additional courses.
3.4 Failure to Appear for Scheduled Ex aminations:

'

Any student who fa il s to appear for a scheduled final
examination shall receive a grade of F, unless he or she ob
tains perm ission from the instructor and the Dean, upon
show ing of good cause, to take a special examination at
another time, usually with in two w ee s before or after the
scheduled date. If such special examination is not promptly
taken and passed, a final grade of F shall be entered
th erefor. No student shall be perm i tted to take an
examination prior to the scheduled time except for reasons
clearly beyond the control of the student.
3.5 Special Provisions for the Handicapped :
Students who for physical reasons are unable to complete
an exam ination in the given time or the g iven room are en
titled to spec ial considerati on regarding additional t ime
and/or commun ica tion aids . Such students, whether tem
porarily or permanently disabled, must advise the professor
well in advance of th e scheduled examination , unl ess the
disability arises at such time as to excuse full compliance .
If necessary, the student and the professor through the Of
fice of the Dean may secure the assistance of the Student
Deve lopment Program in the Division of Specia l Studies in

I
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mak i ng sui tab le arrangements for the tak ing of the
examination . To.the extent possible, such an examination is
to commence at the same time as the scheduled
exam ination . Under these cond itions the time limitat ion
need not apply, provided, however, that the exam ination
must be completed in a single session .

3.6 Anonymous Examinations :
Exam i nation numbers shall be emp loyed for all f inal
examinations , and different numbers shall be used for any
course in which examinations are given in add ition to the
final examination, where any one such examination shall
count for 1o percent or more of the final grade. No student
shall disclose his or her number to any other person.
Examinatfon papers shall be graded anonymou sly and ten
tative grades submitted to the Office of the Dean in the first
instance. Instructors may thereafter learn the identity of
students before finally submitting grades In order that fac
tors other than the final examination scores may at the in
structor 's discretion be included in the final grade deter
minations.
3.7 Retention and Availability of Exam ination Papers:
For a period of four weeks after grades have been offic~ally
posted, examination papers for all courses shall be retained
by the Office of the Dean or by the course instructor, and
thereafter , in accord ance with the regulation s of the
League of Ohio Law Schools, all final exam ination papers
shall be retained by the Office of the Dean for a period of at
least two years. Students shall be perm itted to see and
exam ine their own graded papers at any time .with in th is
two-year per iod. However, after the four-week period
special c ircumstances must be shown and the view ing
made with the consent of the Dean.
4. Graduation and Honors Requ irements :

4.1 Dean's List:
In recognition of excellence in academic ach ievement , any
student who attains a 3.25 or higher grade-point average in
any academic quarter sha ll be designated on the Dean's
List for such quarter, prov ided that no student shall be
designated on the Dean's List for any quarter in which she
or he did not complete courses totaling at least nine credit
hours or did not receive final grades for all courses
scheduled to be completed during such quarter.
4.2 Graduation Honors :
College of Law graduate honors shall be awarded as
follows : (a) Summa Cum Laude , 3.55 grade-point average

and above ; (b) Magna Cum Laude, 3.40 to 3.54 grade-point
average; (c) Cum Laude, 3.10 to 3.39 grade-point average.
Honors for J une commencement graduates shall be
calcu lated on the basis of all grades through the preced ing
wi nter quarter, and honors for August commencement
graduates shall be calculated on the basis of all grades
through the preceding spring quarter; provided, however,
that June commencement graduates whose g rade-point
averages are raised to the above described honors levels
on the basis of the succeeding spring quarter grades, and
August commencement graduates whose grade-po i nt
averages are raised to the above-described honors levels
on the basis of the succeeding summer quarter grades,
shall be graduated with the honors specified for such
grade-point averages. To qualify fo r graduation honors,
transfer students must achieve the requisite honors grade
point average for both (a) all course work completed in this
College of Law , and (b) all course work completed (in
cluding non-transferred credits i n courses with grades
lower than C) in all schools attended as a candidate for the
first degree in law .

4.3 Course and Credit Hour Requirements :
(a) Number of Hours Requ ired :
The Juris Doctor degree will be awarded upon the
satisfactory complet ion of a minimum of 126 quarter
credit hours.
(b) Course Requ irements :
Of the 126 requ ired quarter credit hours, 73 hours may
be earned in courses elected by the student ; the
remaining 53 hours must be earned in core curriculum
courses and at least one legal sk ills course, one writing
institute , and one professional respons ibility course.
(c) Grade-Point Average:
In order to rece ive the Juris Doctor degree the student
must attain a grade-point average of at least 2.00 on a
4.00 scale.
4.4 Weeks in Residence :
The 126 quarter credit hours required for the Juris Doctor
degree must be earned as part of a course of study in
residence , of not less than 1200 class hours, extending over
a period of not less than ninety weeks for full-time students ,
or not less than one hundred and twenty weeks for part
t1me students . For pu rposes of this regulation , (a) " in
reside nce " means attendance at classes in the College of
Law . (b) " class hours " means time spent in regularly
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scheduled class sessions in the College of Law, and (c)
" full-t ime student" means a student who devotes sub
stantially all of his or her work ing hours to the study of law.
Wee s in residence (calcu lated fractionally on the basis of
five-day wee S) includes all days of scheduled class in
s ruction. examination days, and official pre-examination
read ing period days. but excludes days of orienta ion.
reg istration, vacation, and holidays. To receive residence
credit for an academic quarter, a full-time student must be
enrolled in a schedule requiring a minimum of ten class
hours a week and must receive credit for at least nine c lass
hours, and a part-time student must be enrolled in a
schedule requiring a minimum of eight class hours a week
and must receive cred it for at least eight class hours. If a
student is not enrolled in, or fails to receive credit for, the
min imum number of hours specified In this regulation , she
or he may rece ive residence credit only in the ratio that the
hours enrolled in or in which credit was received, as the
case may be , bear to the minimum specified. Regular and
punct ual class attendance is necessa ry to satisfy residence
and class hours requirements . Credit earned for Law
Review or Moot Court part icipation, for cour ses of in
dependent legal research and writing, or for courses of
fered in an officially approved clin ical legal educat ion
program may be inc luded as satisfying the residence and
class hours requi rements of this regulation, even thou gh
they may involve studies or activit ies away from the law
school or in a form at that does not involve attendance at
regularly scheduled class sessions, provided that no more
than 300 of the required 1200 class hours may be so
earned.
4.5 Failure of Required Course :
Any student who fails a course requ ired for graduation must
re-reg ister for the course and complete all the requirements
therefor. The studen 's permanent record shall reflect both
the orig inal fa iling grade and the grade subsequently
earned.
4.6 Interdisciplinary Courses :
Any student who is eligible to register for elective courses
may be authorized to elect for credit, in fulfillment of the
Juris Doctor degree requ irements, not more than eight
credit hours of graduate level courses outside the College
of Law , but within any graduate program or programs of the
University. Such authorization sha ll be granted by the Dean
upon the recommendation of th e Faculty Committee on In
terdisciplinary Programs whenever it is demonstrated that a
course outside the Col lege of Law will add to a student 's

legal education or aid in h is or her future practice, provided
that the law studen mu st be officially graded i n such
course on a pass-fail basis.
4.7 Clinica l Courses:
Any stude~t may earn credit in clinical legal education
~~ses w ithout limitation ·as to the number of separate
cl ime co~rses ?~pleted, except that no student may be
enrolled in a _chmcal practice component of more than one
s~c~ course in any quarter. Wh enever applications for any
clinical le~al educat ion course exceed the number of
places available for such course, students who have never
e~rol_ led for a clinical course sha ll be given enrollment
priority over students who have already completed one or
more such course.
4.8 Time Permitted to Earn Degree:
No credit earned more than eight years prior to graduation
shall_be counted in satisfaction of the Juris Doctor degree
requirements .
4.9 Bar Review Courses :
No st udent_ma~ attend a course designed as a review for a
bar _examination until h e o r she has completed a ll
requirements for the Juris Doctor degree.
5. Dismissal and Probation Policy:

5.1 Applicability:
Any Ju~is Doct~r degree cand idate shall be placed on
academ ic:: probation, suspended for one year, or dismissed
as spe~ 1 fted be l ow , i f at th e conclus ion of the fi rst
academic year, regardless of the number of hours at
tempte~ or earn~d. or of any subsequent quarter, the
student s cumulative grade-point average falls below 2.00.
5.2 First-Year Students:
A first_-year ~tudent will not be suspended or placed on
p~oballon . until the conclusion of the academic year. Not
withstanding any other provi sion in Rule 5, a student who
has con:ipleted only one year will not be suspended if the
cumulative average earned is below 2 .00 because of only
one grade of less than " C" , but will be placed on probation.
5.3 Prob ation-Suspension :
Students achieving a cumulative grade-point average of
1.80 to 1.99 In any quarter after the first academic year will
?e pl~ced on probation effective the quarter following that
in which the cumula tive average fell into th is range.
Students achieving a cumulative grade-point average of
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1.60 to 1.79 will b€ suspended for a period of one year with
the right to petition for readmission effective one academic
year after suspension . If the pet1t1on 1s granted , the st_udent
shall be placed on probation . Students ach1_eving a
cumulative grade-point average below 1.60 at any time after
completing one academic year, regardles.s of the number of
hours attempted or earned , shall be dismissed and shall not
be readmitted .

average falls below 2 .00 a second time shall be
dismissed and shall not be readmitted .
(c) Any student who has not achieved a 2.00 cumulative
grade-point average at the end of the probationary
period shall be dismissed and shall not be readmitted .
(d) All course schedules of students on probation must be
approved by the Dean or a designated Assistant Dean.
5.6 Appeals to Faculty :

5.4 Petition for Readmission :
(a) Upon application for readmission , each petition shall
be evaluated in light of the following factors :
Recommendations submitted by the petitioner,
Advanced degree work by the petitioner since suspen
sion ,
.
Writings by the petitioner si nee suspension ,
Nature of employment since suspension ,
Law related experiences since suspension,
Experiences or creative efforts since suspension,
Community involvement since suspension ,
.
Demonstrated leadership ability since suspension, and
Motivation to study law .
(b) A decision to readmit shall be based on a finding that
there is a strong probability that the petitioner can in
crease his or her cumulative grade-point average to
the requisite 2.00 within one academic year after read
mission.
(c) A rebuttable presumption shall be made to the effect
that a student whose cumulative average 1s between
1.60 and 1.79 is incapable of law school work and
should be denied readmission. The burden of proof to
overcome this presumption is on the petitioner.
5.5 Probationary Period :
(a) The probationary period for students who have com
pleted more than one academic year (more than three
quarters) regardless of the number of hours atte_mpted
or earned , shall be two quarters. The probationary
period for students placed on probation at the end of
the first academic year, but who have received only
one grade below " C " shall be two quarters. The
probationary period for all other students placed on
probation at the end of the first academic year shall be
three quarters.
(b) No student shall be placed on probation more th_an
once . Any student whose cumulative grade-point

See Regulation 10.
6. Misconduct :
6.1 Special Committee:
All matters requiring committee decision and concerning
misconduct as specified in Regulations 6.2 and 6.3 shall be
heard by a Special Committee on Student Misconduct. This
Special Committee shall observe all procedural rules set
forth to govern the Academic Standards Committee. (See
Regulation 8.)
6.2 Academic Misconduct:
(a) Academic misconduct in the form of cheating ,
plagiarism or violation of library rules will not be
tolerated .
(b) Plagiarism is defined broadly as copying the works of
another in whole or in part regardless of whether work
is copy-righted , without proper attribution; using the
ideas of another without proper attribution ; or any
other effo_rt to pass off the works of another, in whole
or in part , as the work of the student.
(c) All library rules , approved by the Library Committee
and the Faculty and duly posted , are incorporated into
and are part of the academic regulations of the College
of Law.
(d) When a faculty member or the Head Librarian learns of
an incident of academic misconduct, she or he shall
confront the student (except in cases governed by
paragraph 6.2(g)] or refer the matter to the Special
Committee on Student Misconduct. The student , in
either case , has the right to a hear.ing and resolution of
the matter before the Special Committee. However, if
the faculty member or the Head Librarian chooses
initially to confront the student and the student is
willing to attempt a resolution of the matter in this
fashion , the faculty member or Head Librarian may
resolve the matter by weighing the evidence , deter
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mining and applying an appropriate penalty. Any find
ing of academ ic misconduct by the facult.y m7mber .or
Head Librarian shall be no ed in a special file main
tained by-the Office of the Dean. However, no report of
such v i olat i on w i ll be g i ven to any per so n or
organ i zat i on out s i de of the Un ivers i ty , and s uch
notati on shall be removed from the f il e upon the
student's gradua ion. A copy of he nota ion shall be
mailed to the student.
(e) If the student is dissatisfied w ith the findings or th e
penalty, she or he may, w ith in twenty (20) .days of .the
mailing to h im or her of the copy of the file nota ion.
petition the Speci al Committee on student misconduct
for a hearing. Neither the finding of misconduct nor the
penalty imposed by the faculty member or Head
Librarian shall in any way limit the options available to
the Special Committee , and the hearing shall be in the
nature of a de novo proceeding . If the Special Com 
mittee determines that no violation occurred, the
notation placed in the special file shall be removed. If
the Special Committee finds that a violation has oc
curred, the procedures in paragraphs (h) - (k) shall be
followed.
(I) If the student is unwilling to have the faculty member
or the Head Librarian attempt a resolution of the mat
ter, the faculty member or Head Librarian shall refer
the matter directly to the Speci al Comm ittee.

(g) Once there has been a final determination of academic
misconduct by a faculty member, the Head Librarian
the Speci al Comm ittee, or the Faculty, any subsequent
allegations of academ ic misconduct must be heard by
the Speci al Commi ee.
(h) In any matter brought before the Special Committee,
he Comm it ee sh all, w ith due notice. hear the matter.
The student charged shall have he right to be present.
w ith or w i thout counsel , and to examine all evidence
and w itnesses.
(i) In all matters of alleged academic misconduct brought
before the Special Comm ittee. a Comm ittee findin g
that a violat ion has occurred must be supported by
clear and convincing ev i dence. If the charg e i s
plag iarism , the Comm ittee shall also ascerta in whether
the student realized that his or her actions constituted
plagiarism .
(j) After hearing and cons idering the evidence the Special
Comm ittee may:

(1) Find the charge o be unfounded in wh ich case no
notation shall be made in the s udent's file or any
special file and all interested parties sha ll act in
accordance w ith such find ings, or
(2) Find that a violat ion has occurred.
( ) Upon a finding that a violation has occurred, the
Special Comm ittee:
( 1) In cases of plagiarism where the student d id not
realize that h is or her work const ituted plagi arism,
the Comm ittee shall recommend an appropriate
grade for the plag i ar ized work . Such recom
mendation w ill be made to the faculty member. In
addition, the Committee may impose any penalty
short of suspens ion or expu lsion as is appropriate
under the circumstances .
(2)

In cases of plagiarism where the student realized
his or her actions const ituted plagiarism and in
cases of cheating , shall direct that a grade of " F"
be entered in the course. In addition , the Com
mittee may impose any other penalty, to and in
cluding expulsion , as is appropriate under the cir
cumstances.

(3) In cases of violat ion of library rules may direct the
student to compen sa te th e l i brary for any
pecuniary loss. bar the student from he use of the
library for a speci fied period of time. suspend or
expe l the student from the College of Law , and im
pose such other pena l y as is appropriate under
the circumstances.
(4) Upon find ing ha a violation has occurred the
Comm ittee shall direc hat a copy of its find ing be
placed in both the speci al file maintained by the
Office of the Dean and the student's permanent
file. ot ice of such finding may be provided to any
appropri ate Bar Adm ission Comm ittee and to the
ational Conference of Bar Exam iners if deemed
appropriate by the Dean.
6.3 Misrepresentat ion of Financial Aid Information :
It shall constitute misconduct for an individual knowingly
and intentionally to provide false and misleading written in
formation , no matter who prepared such informat ion, in or
der to induce a financ ial aid award.
Charges of such misconduct may be brough t to the at
tention of the Special Comm ittee by the Financial A id Com
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"' on behalf of any interested party. The
mittee or by or
Special Committee , after a hearing in accordance with
paragraph (h) above , shall take whatever action is ap
propriate under the circumstances.
6.4 Other Misconduct:
Other forms of misconduct which materially effect the en
vironment or orderly proceedings of the College of Law , or
which infringe upon the rights of others enrolled in the
College of Law , may be brought to the attention of the
Special Committee by or on behalf of any interested party
and the Committee , after a hearing in accordance with
paragraph (h) above , shall take whatever action is ap
propriate under the circumstances.
7. Credit for Work Completed at Other Approved Law Schools:
7.1 Transfer Studeflts-Advanced Standing:
(a) A candidate for admission as a transfer student with
advanced standing must have received a Bachelor of
Arts or equivalent degree from an approved college
before entering the law school from which she or he
seeks to transfer. Such law school must , generally, be
a member of the Association of American Law
Schools ; however, in some cases transfer students may
be accepted from law schools which are approved or
provisionally approved by the American Bar
Association .
(b) (1)

Generally, a candidate for admission as a transfer
student with advanced standing can be accepted
for admission only if the candidate is presently
eligible to return to the law school in which she or
he is enrolled as a student in good standing.

(2) Generally, students dismissed from other law
schools for poor scholarship shall not be admitted
as transfer students . This general policy extends to
applicants wishing to repeat prior law school work
as well as those applying for advanced standing. In
rare and exceptional cases , dismissed students
may be admitted as transfer students. However, a
thorough investigation shall first be made, and the
applicant shall not be admitted unless the facts
and circumstances clearly disclose that his or her
failure was not due to lack of ability and that such
difficulties as appear to have been the cause of his
or her failure have been removed. The in
vestigation shall include a letter from the dean of
the prior law school setting forth all pertinent in
formation , his or her opinion as to whether an ex

ception is justified, and whether and under what
conditions the student could be readmitted to the
former law school.
(c) Any student who has previously attended another law
school, whether or not she or he seeks advanced
standing , must : obtain certification from the dean of
the former law school that she or he is in good stand
ing and eligible for further instruction except as
specified in Regulation 7.1(b)(2) above; submit an of
ficial transcript of all work completed in the previous
law sc·hool ; submit an Application for Admission form
together with application fee; and submit a complete
transcript of his or her undergraduate and prior
graduate academic record and LSAT score report
through the Law School Data Assembly Service.
(d) Transfer students are usually admitted to the College
of Law in the fall quarter of each year. Students who
decline to attend after being admitted must reapply if
they wish to be considered for admission in subsequent
years. A candidate for admission as a transfer student
need not have completed a full academic year at
another institution, but must have received final grades
in some courses . Transfer students will receive no
credit for incomplete courses or completion of any por
tion of a continuing course at the school in which they
originally enrolled and may not enroll for any con
tinuing course in the College of Law which course
began in any quarter prior to the student 's registration
here.
(e) A transfer student must complete at least one
academic year of full-time study , or its equivalent , in
residence at this College of Law to be eligible for the
J .D. degree. Normally, admission to advanced standing
is justified only where two academic years of full-time
study , or the equivalent, remain to be completed.
(f) Transfer students shall be admitted with advanced
standing to the extent that all previous law school
credit earned with grades of C or higher (or the
equivalent) will be counted in satisfaction of this
College 's credit hour requirements. However, such
credit will not be included in calculating the student's
cumulative grade-point average at this College .
Decisions will be made by the Dean on an individual
basis , subject to student appeal or decanal referral to
the Academic Standa rds Committee, as to the extent to
which the completion of part icular courses at other law
schools with grades of C or higher will be counted in
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fulf illment of part icular course requ irements at this
Coll ege. ~revious law school cred it earned with grades
lower th an C (or equ ivalent) w ill not be coun ted in
satisifact ion of eith er th is Coll ege's tota l credit hour
re q uirement s or an y of it s part i cular course
requ irements .
(g) Graduat ion Honors:
See Reg ul ation 4.2.
7.2 Transient St udents :
(a) Degree cand idates from other approved law schools
may be admitted at the commencement of any quarter,
but will not be permitted to enroll for more than two
quarters except under the most compelling cir
cumstances and with the prior approval of the Ad
missions Committee and the Dean. All such applicants
must be in good academic standing at their own law
school and must submit an authorization , in writing ,
from the dean of such law school specifying: (1) that
the student is in good academic standing ; (2) the
courses approved for study ; and (3) that the applicant
w il l receive transfer credit for all courses successfully
completed. In addition , such appl icants must complete
a formal appl ication for adm iss ion and may be asked to
provide transcr ipts and Law School Adm iss ion Test
scores .
(b) Transient students are adm itted on a space available
basis and upon evidence of satisfactory completion of
course prerequ isites or other evidence of ab ility to han
d le course re qui rements . Adm iss ion as a trans ien t
student is lim ited to the particular course or courses for
which the adm ission is expressly granted.
(c) A trans ient student will not be accepted as a Juris Doc
tor degree candidate unless, as of the time th e st udent
enrolled here as a trans ient student, she or he met all
cri teria for adm iss ion as a transfer student and has
completed all courses at this College with a grade of
" C" or better.
7.3 Currently Enrolled Students:
(a) Any student who is eligible to register for elective
courses may be authorized to elect for credit, in
fulfillment of the Juris Doctor degree requirements , not
more than fifteen credit hours (or the equivalent
thereof) of courses at approved law schools other than
the Cleveland-Marshall College of Law . Such
authorization must be obtained in writing and in ad
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vance from the Dean upon a show ing of compell ing
reason. However, in order to obtain a Juris Doctor
degree a student must complete th e last th irty credits
of work at this College of Law . In cases of exceptional
hardship, exceptions may be made by the Dean with
the concurrence of the Academ ic Standards Com
mittee.
(b) Norma lly a student may regi ster for courses at another
approved institution only if those courses are not of
fered at th is Col lege of Law on a regular basis. Ex
cept ions can be made by the Dean with t he con
currence of the Academic Standards Committee.
(c) Credit in satisfaction of this College's credit hour
requirements will be given for each such course com
pleted with a grade of " C" or better , or the equivalent
thereof . However, such credit will not be included in
calculating the student 's cumulative grade-point
average at this College of Law.
8. Procedures of the Academic Standards Committee :
8.1 The procedures to be substantially observed by the
Academic Standards Corrmittee of the College of Law (or
any other Committee thereof which in specific instances
may be appointed by the Dean to perform the functions
customaril y performed by the Academic Standards Com
mittee) shall be as hereinafter set forth . Minor deviat ions
from these procedures shall not invalidate the actions and
decisions of sa id Comm ittee so long as they do not result in
substant ial prejudice to any person affected by any such
acti on or decision , and the rule of harmless error shall be at
all times appl icable to its hear in gs, deliberations, and
decisions.·
The Faculty of the College of Law shall determ ine whether
such error has occurred and whether substantial ju stice
has been done.
8.2 The Academ ic Standards Committee may hear, determine,
and adjudicate all matters involving disputes concerning
grades, grading methods, academic guidelines, and all
other matters referred to it by the Dean in discretion from
time to time.
8.3 Except as elsewhere specifically provided by regulations
duly adopted by the Faculty and except for the right of per
sons who deem themselves improperly prejudiced by a
ruling to appeal to the full Faculty, any determination or ad
judication of the Academic Standards Committee shall be
final.
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8.4 Meetings of the Academ ic Standards Comm ittee may be
called by the Dean, he Chairperson of the Comm ittee. or
any three (3) other members of th e Comm ittee. At least
forty-eight (48) hours· advance notice of such meet ing shall
be g iven to each member and to any person w ith respect to
whom or to whose conduct the Comm ittee shall be com 
petent to adjudicate. Any faculty member affected by a
student petit ion shall be provided with a copy of such
petiti on at least forty-eight (48) hours prior to any meeting
in which such petition sha ll be heard. Any person w ith
respec t to whose conduct th e Comm ittee is required to
make a deci sion. ruling, or adju dication may waive the
requirement of notice herein provided.
8.5 A quorum of the members of said Comm ittee from time to
time appointed by the Dean to serve thereon shall consist
of a majority thereof . A lesser number shall have power to
adjourn meetings of the Committee which lack a quorum to
a future day certain, or , with the consent of any person
whose conduct or complaint has been referred to the Com
mittee to proceed to hear and adjud icate the matter before
it.
8.6 Except as provided in Rule 8.5 above, all final rulin gs,
decisions, and adjudications of the Comm ittee shall be by a
majority of the members present.
8.7 The Comm ittee by a major ity vote of all members present
may from time to tim e make, amend, and abolish rul es of
proced ure for its hearings, deli berations, and act ions which
are not inconsi stent with these rules.
8.8 The Chairperson of the Committee shall preside at all
meetings th ereof ; wh en for any reason the Chairperson is
abse nt from a meeting th e Faculty member thereof senior
in rank and length of tenure at th is law school who is
prese nt at such meet ing sha ll preside.
8.9 (a) Meetings of the Committee shall be in camera except
that there may be present at such meetings : (1) wit
nesses to any matter or event which the Committee is
charged to hear; (2) counsel for any person whose con
duct is being heard or adjudicated by the Committee ;
(3) other persons when requested by any person whose
conduct is being heard or adjudicated by the Com
mittee.
(b) All deliberations of the Committee after it has con
cluded its investigation shall be in camera.

8.10 Test imony before the Committee may be requ ired to be un
der oath or upon the profess ional honor of the person
g iving evidence as the Comm ittee sha ll determ ine in each
case .
8.11 The Comm ittee or any person whose conduct or complaint
is be ing heard by the Comm ittee may cause such testimony
to be recorded by mechanical means o ~ by a qual ifi ed
stenotypist or shorthand reporter . Such person shall be
considered w ith in the except ions set forth in Rule 8.9(a).
The transcript of such test imony shal l not be made public
except upon order of the Dean or the person whose conduct
or compla int was the matter being heard by the Comm ittee,
or upon the order of a Court. The cost of such taking of
testimony and its transcription when requ ired by the person
whose complaint or conduct is being heard by the Com
mittee shall be borne by such person or persons.
8.12 (a) No member of the Committee directly concerned in the
matter under consideration by the Committee shall par
ticipate in the deliberation or vote except with the con
sent of the person whose cons ideration or complaint is
the matter under invest igati on .
(b) Any person(s) whose conduct or compla int is a matter
before th e Committee may challenge one member of
the Comm ittee peremptorily and any member or mem
bers for cause . The Comm ittee (except for the member
or members challenged for cau se) shall vote upon such
challenges and shall by majority vote allow or disallow
sa id challenge. Only one challeng e for cause may be
cons i dered at any on e t i me . In the event of
disqualification of a member for any reason the hearing
may continue if a quorum remains. If a quorum is
lacking, the Chairperson shall report the matter to the
Dea n for appo i ntment of a replacement or
replacements.
(c ) In th e event that the conduct of two or more persons
shall be the sub ject of consideration by the Comm ittee,
each shall be enti tled to one peremptory challenge and
any number of challenges for cause.
8.13 The Committee by a majority vote of those members
present at any meeting may adjourn its hearings or
deliberations from time to time and to the extent prac
ticable shall give notice thereof to all persons concerned
with the matter before the Committee. No formal notice
other than the fact of such adjournment shall be requ ired
with respect to any person who was present in the Com 
mittee's meeting when such adjournment was announced.
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8.14 Results of the Committee's rulings, deliberations, or
decisions sha.IJ be disclosed by its Chairperson to the Dean
for promulgation or other appropriate action and shall not
be disclosed to any person other than the Dean until after
the Dean has received and acted upon the ruling , decision ,
or adjudication of the Committee , except that the Chair
person or a Committee member appointed by the Chair
person may immediately notify the person or persons in
volved and shall , within a reasonable period of time , notify
the student in writing .
9. Waiver of Academic Regulations :
9.1 Individual members of the faculty may not waive any of
these regulations .
9.2 Except for regulations with respect to the timeliness of the
filing of a petition for relief and regulations spec ifically per
mitted by their terms to be waived , the Academic Standards
Committee shall not waive any of these regulations .
10. Appeals to the Faculty:
10.1 General Provisions
(a) Except in cases of dismissal or readmission , where
student appeals to the entire Faculty shall be as of
right , appeals from dec isions of the Academic Stand
ards Committee will be considered by the Faculty only
upon affirmative vote by a majority of the faculty voting
to hear any such appeal.
(b) Appeals to the Faculty from decisions of the Academic
Standards Committee , in cases subject to such appeal ,
shall not involve de novo consideration of the petition
in question, but shall be limited to the question of
whether there was reasonable basis for the Committee
decision being appealed from. Normally, such appeals
will be considered by the Faculty primarily on the basis
of a written appeal coupled with the report and recom 
mendation of the Committee.
(c) In matters involving dismissal , readmission , grade
disputes, or misconduct, the student petitioner may ap
pear in person and with or without counsel before the
full Faculty to present his or her case as to either the
finding , decision or penalty involved. In all other cases
the petitioner may appear in person to make a brief
oral statement and answer questions. If the student
petitioner appears before the Faculty, members of the
Faculty have the right to examine him or her on the
subject matter of the appeal.

(d) All appeals to the Faculty shall be instituted by the
filing of a written notice of appeal addressed to the
Faculty. Such written petition shall be filed with the
Dean. Such notice must be filed within thirty (30) days
of mailing of the decision of the Academic Standards
Committee.
10.2 Grade Disputes :
The decision of the full Faculty shall be lim ited to the
following :
(1) To affirm the decision of the Academic Standards
Committee; or
(2) If the full Faculty decides that the recommendation
of the Academic Standards Committee was
unreasonable, to let the disputed grade stand , or
replace it with a " P" grade.
10.3 Misconduct :
If the full Faculty concludes that no violation occurred, the
notations referred to in paragraph 6.1 shall be removed
from the files . If the full Faculty modifies the penalty im
posed by the Academic Standards Committee , such
modification will be noted in the files .
11 . Notice and Amendment of Regulations :
11 .1 Notice :
All students are required and assumed to know the contents
of all notices and bulletins posted on the official bulletin
boards of the College of Law. All students are required and
assumed to know the contents of the current College of
Law Issue of the Cleveland State University Bulletin.
11 .2 Amendment:
All of the foregoing academic regulations are subject to
change at any time upon the posting of notice thereof or
upon the subsequent revision and reissue of the Bulletin.
The foregoing are the Academic Regulations
of the Cleveland-Marshall Col lege of Law
as approved ,by the Faculty and in force and
effect at the beginning of the 1975-76
academic year.
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Educational Resources and
Special Programs
Law Library
The Law Library is the center for legal research in the University. It
serves faculty and students of the College of Law as well as alumni ,
members of the bar, and other members of the University community .
The library collection cons ists of more than 100,000 volumes , in
cluding all of the published reports of federal and state courts,
statutes , admin istrative materials, periodicals , treatises , and other
Anglo-American legal materials. A microform collection of 50 ,000
volumes of legal materials is in the developmental stage and will
shortly become an int eg ral part of th e library collection. The
Cleveland-Marshall Law Alumn i Collect ion of Ohio Legal Materials,
consisting of an outstanding selection of or ig in al and secondary
materials on Oh io law, is also ava ilable for genera l use as a part of
the Law Library collect ion. The collection meets and exceeds the ac
creditation requirements of the Assoc iati on of Amer ican Law
Schools.
The Law Library subscr ibes to the computerized iegal research
services of OBAR-LEXIS, a pioneering national automated research
system created by the Oh io State Bar Association in coope ration with
th e Mead Corporation. Through an OBAR-LEXIS computer terminal
located in the library, students may take advantage of a growing
national data bank of legal material s. OBAR-LEXIS instruction is
provided for law students as a part of the course in Legal Research .
The University Library, with a collection of approximately 300 ,000
volumes , is also available and readily accessible to law students.

Legal Career Opportunities Program
The College of Law actively recruits and conducts a special
educational program for minority groups and other students who may
have been deprived of equal educational opportunities for reasons of
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race , poverty, or other factors beyond their control. In addit ion , a
numb e r of other persons with unusual accompli s hm e nt s,
backgrounds, and experiences suggesting that traditional adm issions
criteria may be inadeq uate predictors of lik ely success in law study
are adm itted each year throu gh th is program . Known as th e Lega l
Career Opportunities Program , th is special venture of the College of
Law makes legal educat ion ava il ab le each year for numerous
students who might not otherw ise be afforded the opportunity.
Through a special ten-week summ er program undertak en in ad
vance of the ordinary start ing date for entering students, many of
those adm itted to the Legal Career Opportunities Program are ori
ented in legal methodology and prov ided individualized instruction in
ant icipation of the regular first-yea r curriculum beginn ing in the fall.
Other program participants beg in t he ir lega l studies in the fall at the
same time as other entering students .
Admission to the program is determined on the basis of all relevant
information about the applicant. Undergraduate grade averages and
Law School Admission Test scores are considered , but the 3d
missions criteria are flex ible and take into account the special pur
poses for which the program was designed. Maturity, success in the
pursuit of other careers, desire for mid-career changes, and ex
traord inary extracurricular accomplishments are all factors taken into
accou nt in selecting applicants for the program . Women , especially
those who have raised famili es and now desire to pursue a lega l
career, are also likely candidates for adm ission through thi s special
program . Further details about the application and admi ss ion
procedures for the program are se t out on pages 17-1 8 of thi s
Bulletin .
Requests for additional informat ion about the Legal Career Op
portuniti es Program should be addressed to the Assistant Dean for
Student Affairs.

Clinical Legal Education Programs
The urban sett ing of the Coll ege of Law offers unu sual op
portuniti es to bring challenging legal exper iences to students. Sub
stantial academ ic credit may be ea rned through participation in one
or more of the Law Coll ege's far-reaching programs in cl inical lega l
education . These programs afford st udents the opportunity to test the
knowledge and academic sk ill s acq uired in the classroom against the
exact ing demands of actual legal practice.
The school ' s Clin ical Legal Education Program in C ivi l and
Criminal Pract ice affords participating law students the opportunity to
learn the basic practice and litigation skills necessary for represen
tation of clients with a wide variety of civil or criminal problems. Un
der the direct supervision of experienced practicing lawyers from the
regular law faculty, students in the clinical program represent actual
clients, beginning with interviews and continuing through negotiation,
trial , and , if necessary, appellate review . The full program extends
over three quarters, and up to eighteen quarter credit hours are

awarded for its successful completion by advanced second-, third-, or
fourth-year students. Students may also elect a less extensive in
volvement in th e program for fewer cred it hours and extending over
only one or two quarters. An unusu al feature of the cl ini ca l program ,
not c~mmonly f?und in other law school c linics, is the opportunity for
part-t ime eve ning students to part ic ipate in the clinical program
through special schedu ling arrangements designed to coincide with
employment ob ligations.
The crimina l practice port ion of th e c linical program involves
students in the defense of indigents charged with misdemeanors in
the Cleve land Munic ipal Court and other local courts in Cuyahoga
County. Federal correct ional litigation and post-conviction appeals
may also be undertaken. The clinical program 's civil practice aspect
~nables students to represent cl ients with a variety of legal concerns,
including landlord-tenant disputes , consumer problems , welfare
cases, and domestic relations matters.
Whether the client's problem is civil or criminal, the student, as a
legal intern licensed by the Ohio Supreme Court, functions as an at
torney with supervisory guidance from a licensed attorney working
with the Legal Clinic .
A more specialized cl ini cal opportunity is afforded the students
who part icipate in the Cl inical Legal Education Program in Sex
Discr imination Law . Funded by a grant from the Equal Employment
Op~ortunity Comm iss ion, the sex discriminat ion prog ram prov ides up
to nine quarter credit hours for part ic ipation, during three quarters, in
sex discrimination classes and a liti gation clinical workshop involv in g
federal cou rt suits in the area of employment discrimination law.
Students are also afforded a wide choice of other sem inars and in
st itutes with c lini cal components in various areas of law and practice.

Interdisciplinary ·Programs
In recog nition of the increasing ly important relationsh ips between
the law and other disc ipl ines, the Law College curricu lum affords
nume rou s opportun iti es for comb inin g law study with related in
struction from other fields. Advanced law st udents may receive ap
proval to earn up to eight hours of Juris Doctor degree credit in
graduate level courses outside the College of Law . Th us, students
who are electing a specialized advanced law cu rriculum are able to
simul taneously complete courses relat ing to their specialized in
terests in business, arts and sciences, and other programs of the
C~llege of Graduate Studies . Procedures for securing approval for
this type of interdisciplinary instruction are described in Academic
Regulation 4.6 on page 44 of this Bulletin.
At the date of publication of this Bulletin issue, the faculties of the
College of Law and the College of Business Administration have
given ap~roval .in principle to the establishment of a new joint degree
program involving both schools. Under this program , a select number
of ~tudents will be admitted to simultaneous candidacy for both the
Juris Doctor and the Master of Business Administrat ion degrees, and
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dual credit w ill be g iven for sufficient course work to permit students
to earn both degrees at once in approx imate ly one year less than nor
mally wou ld be required to earn both separately. Requests for ad
ditiona l information about the program and the status of its im
plementation should be addressed to the Assistant Dean for Student
Affairs.
Other interdiscipl inary study opportunities are afforded through
specialized courses in the College of Law curriculum taught jointly by
members of the law faculty and faculty from other discipl ines.

Continuing Education and Public Services
Special non-credit continuing education courses for alumni and
other members of the bar are ottered each year by the College of
Law i n cooperat ion w ith the Un ivers ity Division of Cont i nu i ng
Education. Members of the bar may also reg ister as special students
in selected courses offered as part of the regular curriculum. Ad
ditional details concerning special student appl icat ion and adm ission
procedures are set out on pages 19-20 of th is Bulletin .
Cleveland-Marshal/ law otes , a quarterly publ icat ion of news
about current happenings at the law school , is publ ished by the
College of Law for alumni and other fr iends of the University. law
Notes also carries news about Alumn i Association act ivities and ac
complishments of faculty and alumni .

Law Review
The Cleveland State law Review is a nationally recognized legal
journal published quarterly by th e College of Law . The Review is
ed ited for publication entirely by its student participants. Its contents,
as determined by the Review's ed itorial board, include significant
legal wri ting by law students as we ll as by legal scholars, prac
titioners, and oth er memb ers of the legal com muni ty.

Moot Court
Moot Court is offered to provide st udents an understanding of the
appe llate process in the settl ement of legal controversies and th e
work performed by the lawyer at the appellate level. Special em
ph asis is placed upon the skills, techniques , and format of brief
preparation, the procedure of appellate courts, and oral argument and
advocacy.
Operated under the direct ion of a student Moot Court Board, the
Moot Court Program begins in the first year as a part of the small
group sections in Brief Writing and Advocacy. Thereafter, students
compete in intramural competitions culm inating in the Annual Moot
Court Night final arguments before a pane l of dist inguished judges
who award the coveted Hugo Black Award and cash prizes to the out
standing team of st udent advocates. Teams are se lected to represent
the school in the National, Jessup, Niagara, ABA-LSD , and Mugel
Tax competitions. The success of the teams competing in th ese
events has earned the Cleveland-Marshall Moot Court Program an in
ternational reputation of exce llence.
Students who satisfactorily partic ipate in the Moot Court Program
for three quarters are el igible to receive three hours of academic
credit.
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Law Alumni Association
The Clevel and-Marshal l Law Alumn i Assoc iation annually sponsors
programs and activities of interest to past and present st udents. A
seminar seri es prov ides cont inuing legal educat iona l opportunities for
practi c ing lawyers on current legal topics ; students are invited and
welcome to attend. The Alu mni Assoc iation also participates in th e
Moot Court Program , as well as providing financial assistance for th e
Law library and for needy students and otherwise contributing to th e
welfare of the school.

I
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Student Activities and Services
Student Bar Association
All students enrolled in the College of Law are members of the
Student Bar Association , which is an affiliate of the Law Student
Division of the Am erican Bar Associ.ation. Students are also eligible
for indiv idua l membership in the American Bar Association , and many
are active in the affairs of the Law Student Division.
The Student Bar Association is the student governing organization
for the College. It is administered by officers and senators elected an
nually, all of whom play an im portant role in representing the in
terests of students in the governance of the school. Through direct
Student Bar activities and by means of voting membership on stand
ing faculty committees , students are actively and influentially in
volved in deciding important matters of legal education policy in the
College of Law .

The Gavel
The Gavel is the student newspaper of the Law College. It is
published by a student editorial board and distrib uted to students and
faculty to dissem inate news about the Law College community. The
Gavel has achieved recognition as being of prize-winning quality in
the national competitions conducted annually by the American Bar
Associatio n.

Black American Law Students Association
The national Black Am erican Law Students Association (BA LSA),
with wh ich the Bl ack student grou p at the College of Law is affiliated,
was established for the primary purpose of increasing the number of
Blacks enteri ng law schools and thereby increasing the number of
Blacks in the lega l profess ion. Th e organization also attempts to ad
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dress itself and be re~ponsive to issues that affect the Black com
munity generally. Membersh ip in BALSA is open to any law student
expressing aims and goa ls simil ar to those of the organ ization.

Chester Law Club
The spouses of students in the College of Law have formed an
organization wh ich carries on a program of social and legal-cultural
activit ies at the school and at other sites in the community. Spouses
of all law students are invited to join.

Fraternities and Sororities
The fol lowing professional legal fraternities and sororities are
represented by chapters which are active at the College: Meck Chap
ter of Phi Alpha Delta national fraternity ; Kappa Beta Pi , international
legal sorority ; and Ranney Senate of Delta Theta Phi national
fraternity. A chapter of Phi Delta Phi national legal fraternity was
formed at the College in 1974.

National Lawyers Guild
The National Lawyers Guild is an organization dedicated to the
recognition , examination, and challenge of contradictions arising
from the ideals professed by Anglo-American jurisprudence and the
reality of the law as it affects our daily experience. The College of
Law Guild chapter sponsors creat ive thought and discussion on
topics rang ing from the quality and relevancy of legal education to
soc ial movements for law reform . In add it ion, the Gu il d affords
students the opportunity to be involved in litigation, both nationally
and locally, addressing soc ial inequities which the law has spawned
and/or ignored.

Women's Caucus
Women's Caucus is an organization which operates to meet the
special needs of women students at the College of Law . Among the
programs it sponsors are meetings with prom inent women attorneys
and women students at other area law schools, social events for
women students , and a telephone message service for all students.
The Caucus also has begun working toward solutions to the
problems women students face in the legal community, such as
recruitment for law school and job placement .

except when absolutely necessary. Surveys of recent graduating
c lasses reveal that the major ity of graduates find su itab le em
ployment within th irty to ninety days following graduation . While
st atist ics for the Class of 1975 are incomplete, it appears that up
wards of 92 percent of the graduates who have responded to a recent
questionnaire were employed w it hin three months follow i ng
graduation. Projected income levels ranged from $9 ,000.00 per year
to a figure in excess of $18 ,000.00, w ith an average anticipated first
year income of $15,400.00. It must be recognized that these figures
may fluctuate w idely from year to year based on a variety of ·
economic factors and individual choices.
The coordinated placement service available to students and
alumni includes a resume preparation and reference file service as
well as the arrangement of employment interviews, conducted both in
the Law College and elsewhere , with varied employers of law
graduates from Cleveland, from elsewhere in Ohio, and from other
states. The Placement Office also maintains extensive listings of
available positions and potential employers which are constantly sup
plemented and updated.
Students receiving Federal Work-Study grants are aided in
securing positions both on campus and with government agencies
and nonprofit organizations . Alumni who register with the Placement
Office for assistance in securing new positions receive special
bulletins which are distributed periodically.
An annual career day is sponsored for law students, and other
programs about law employment opportun ities are conducted from
time to time. Students and alumni are encouraged to seek career
cou nseling from the Director of Law Placement and A lumni Affairs.

Housing Accommodations
Some dorm itory space is avail able in the University, but most law
students take advantage of the housing accommodations found in
Cleveland and its suburbs . The University ma int ains a Housin g
Bureau to which students may write for information about current off
campus listings; the address is Cleveland State University Housin g
Bureau, Department of Student Group Serv ices , Cleveland , Ohio
44115. Dormitory information is available from the Department of
Student Group Services at the same address.

Student Health Services
Law Placement Office
The Law College Placement Office provides varied services for
senior law students , for students who need part-time employment to
help defray expenses or who wish to gain summer or part-time ex
perience in law offices , and for alumni. Evening students who seek
full-time , law-related employment are also helped to the extent
possible . First-year students , however, are discouraged from working

The University 's health facilities are limited to dispensary service
only. Infirmary care is available at any one of several hospitals in the
area. A registered nurse is on duty during the day, and a physician
maintains regular office hours. Student health and accident insurance
is offered to all students and their immediate families at nominal
rates and may be taken out at the time of registration . Counseling is
available on matters of personal hygiene, drug abuse, health, and
problems of human physiology.
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Course Descriptions
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Required Core Curriculum Courses
Brief Writing and Advocacy • LAW 509
(2 Credit Hours; 2 Quarters)
Beginning with the fall quarter, 1975, this course is to be tak en by all
first-year students as part of a core curricu lum course in a sma ll
group section of approx imately 25 students, which shall inc lude a
substantial legal writing componen . Required for graduat ion.
Civil Procedure • LAW 505 (8 Cred it Hours; 2 or 3 Quarters)
A study of the jurisdict ion of courts, including service of process ;
venue of act ions ; commencement of action ; pleadings, including com
pla ints, answers, replies, counterclaims, crosscla ims, and th ird party
claims ; joinder of claim s and parti es ; mot ions attack ing pleadings;
d i scove ry procedures , in clud in g deposit ions , i nterrogat o ries ,
demands to produce, and requests for admissions ; trial by ju ry or to
the court ; motions for directed verdict ; judg ments and t he effects
thereof , including the doctrines of res judicata and collateral estop
pel; motions for new trial and for judgment notwithstanding the ver
dict ; motions for relief from judgment ; the elements of appeal ; in
terpleader ; class actions ; and intervention. Both state and federal
rules are studied as to simil arities and differences . Req uired for
graduat ion.
Constitutional Law • LAW 516 (6 Credit Hours; 2 Quarters)
Genera l principles of th e law of th e Un ited States Const itution;
judicial function in constitutiona l matters; federal authority, sources,
and limitation; separat ion of powers; powers of the states in hea lth,
sa fety, and welfare matters ; due process and equa l protection
restraints ; particular at ention to the commerce clause, taxing power
and the Bill of Rights. Required for graduation.
Contracts • LAW 501 (8 Credit Hours; 3 Quarters)
Formation. offer. acceptance. and consultallon ; performance and ex
cuse for non-performance ; b reach and damages : h i rd par y
benef ici aries ; assignment of righ s and delegallon of duties: s a ute
of frauds : contract in tegration rule : ill egal contracts and public
policy; unconscionability; discharge. Required for graduation.
Criminal Law • LAW 506 (4 Credit Hours; 1 or 2 Quarters)
Gene ral concepts and classifications of the criminal law : doctrines of
cr iminal responsibility: attempts: part ies : conspiracy ; specific cri mes
aga inst the person. against the hab itation . and against property: the
defenses availab le to the accu sed. Required for graduation .
Legal Research • LAW 504 (1 Credit Hour : 1 Qu arter)
One-hour separa te course taken by every fir st-year student as a·
prerequ isi te to the small group core course . graded Pass / Fa il with

three esse ntial components : (1) legal bibl iography instruct ion in
basic lega l source materials and use of law li braries ; (2) applied lega l
research in the form of employing research sources and citation form
in sim ple written prob lem exercises ; and (3) OBAR-LEXIS instruction
in computerized lega l resea rch methodology applied to problem exer
cises. Required for graduation.

Property • LAW 508 (8 Credit Hours; 2 Quarters)
Definition and classification of property and the distinction between
real a nd pe r sonal property ; problem s conce rning possess ion ;
acqu isition of titl e; history of land law ; estates ; future interests; rule
aga inst perpet uiti es ; statute of fraud s; concurrent ownership;
methods of conveyance ; mortgage; recording; landlord and tenant
relationsh ip. Requ ired for graduation .
Torts • LAW 502 (8 Credit Hours; 3 Quarters)
Injuries to and in terferences w ith persons or property, inc lud ing
medicolegal aspects of personal injuries ; intentional wrongs such as
assault, battery , false imprisonment , defamation , fraud, nuisance ,
malicious prosecution , and the like ; unintentional Injuries, with em
phasis on the law of negligence and of absolute liabi lity ; defenses,
pr iv i leges , and spec ial aspects of the subject. Requ ire d for
graduati on.

Elective Courses
Administrative Law • LAW 623 (4 Credit Hours; 1 Quarter)
Prerequisites: RCC. Function, procedure and powers of administrative
agenci es; constitutional and statutory limitation s; judicial review and
relief from orders and decisions ; the adm inistrative process and its
rol e in he developmen of public policy.
Adm iralty • LAW 670 (3 Credit Hours; 1 Quarter)
Prerequisites: RCC. Basic principles of adm iralty law with emphasis
on problems to be encountered in the practice of genera l law in the
Great Lak es area ; juri sd iction of adm iralty law , limitation of liability,
maritime remed ies for collisions , cargo c laims, liens, personal in
ju ries, and death involving seamen , shoreside workers and yachts
men, and ownership of vessels, including small craft .
Appellate Advocacy • LAW 611 (3 Credit Hours; 1 Quarter)
Prerequisites: RCC. Practice-oriented instruction in all phases of the
initial appeal ; study of the Ohio and Federal Rules of Appellate
Procedure and the Ohio Supreme Court Rules of Practice ; research
of a real , appellate problem followed by the preparation of appellate
briefs and the presentat ion of appellate arguments.
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Antitrust Law • LAW 646 (4 Credit Hours; 1 Quarter)
Prerequisites: RCC. Overview of the federal statutory and judicial
scheme governing governme~t regulation of the business enterprise
and of anticompetitive.practices; some discussion of patent and labor
law antitrust issues. Focus of the course will be an economic one in
view of recent Supreme Court decisions and Congressional action
regarding the effects of monopoly enterprise on industrial con
centration, unemployment, and governmental decision-making.
Arbitration • LAW 633 (3 Credit Hours; 1 Quarter)
Prerequisites: RCC. The nature, law, and practice of arbitration of
disputes and claims of various types .
Class Actions • LAW 685 (3 Credit Hours; 1 Quarter)
Prerequisites: RCC. A course dealing with problems of complex
litigation and in particular those of class actions under Rule 23 of the
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. The course would expose students
to the history of the development of Rule 23 and to both theoretical
and practical problems of negotiation, litigation and settlement of
class suits. Ethical problems common to class practice would also be
emphasized.
Bankruptcy • LAW 624 (3 Credit Hours; 1 Quarter)
Prerequisites: RCC, LAW 603, LAW 631. Bankruptcy, its nature,
origin, and jurisdiction ; the acts of bankruptcy, procedure, persons ,
and pleadings ; arrangement and composition ; debtor relief without
liquidation; wage earners; proof of claims ; assets; distribution; and,
in outline, corporate reorganiz.ation.
Business Associations • LAW 664 (8 Credit Hours ; 2 or 3 Quarters)
Prerequisites: RCC: The course examines the various forms of
business organizations , including agency and partnership, and con
centrating upon the following aspects of the modern business cor
poration: formation, corporate financing; state and federal regulations
respecting the issuance of securities and insider trading ; governance
of the corporation; powers and duties of directors and officers; rights
and remedies of shareholders and creditors ; dividends and other
distributions ; corporate l~w suits and derivative actions; merger and
dissolution.
Commercial Law • LAW 601 (6 Credit Hours; 2 Quarters)
Prerequisites: RCC. Sales: Article 2 of the Uniform Commercial Code.
The negotiation and construction of commercial sales contracts, the
resolution of problems arising in their performance, and the remedies
of buyers and sellers. Reference also to UCC Article 5, bulk transfers.
Commercial Paper: Articles 3 and 4 of the Uniform Commercial Code,
dealing with commercial paper, and bank deposits and collections ;
some consideration of Articles 5 and 7, letters of credit and
documents of title.

Conflict of Laws • LAW 632 (4 Credit Hours ; 1 Quarter)
Prerequisites: RCC. The law relating to actions having elements in
more than one jurisdiction; choice of law; enforcement of foreign
judgments ; jurisdiction of courts in such cases ; constitutional
questions involved ; application to contracts, torts, marriage and
divorce, family relations , property, and procedure.
Corporate Finance • LAW 675 (4 Credit Hours; 1 Quarter)
Prerequisites: RCC, LAW 664. Study and analysis of problems of en
terprise and securities valuation , capital structure and various types
of securities , dividend policies , and mergers and acquisitions. Some
consideration to corporate disclosure and investment information and
advice problems.
Correctional Law • LAW 626 (3 Credit Hours; 1 Quarter)
Prerequisites: RCC, LAW 621. Study of the law of corrections and
prisoners ' rights. Sentencing ; incarceration and institutional respon
sibilities ; prisoners ' rights and remedies; alternatives ·to in
stitutionalization .
Criminal Law Practicum • LAW 612 (3 Credit Hours; 1 Quarter)
Prerequisites : RCC. Workshop for research in special problems on ad
vanced aspects of criminal law . Features guest lectures by experts in
the practice of criminal law, including judges, prosecutors , and
defense counsel.
Criminal Procedure • LAW 621 (3 Credit Hours ; 1 Quarter )
Prerequisites: RCC. Examination of the major stages of a criminal
prosecution , including arrest , preliminary examination. bail, in 
dictment. arraignment , pleas before trial , motions after trial . and sen
tence ; rights of the accused .
Debtor-Creditor Law • LAW 631 (3 Credit Hours ; 1 Quarter)
Prerequisites : RCC, LAW 601 , LAW 603 . State and federal laws of
creditor remedies and debtor 's rights; practice .and procedure for en
forcement of money judgments ; individual and collective creditor
process ; exemptions ; wage earner plans; business assignments · for
benefit of creditors: formul ation of plans for extension or composition
of debts.
Environmental Law • LAW 671 (4 Credit Hours ; 1 Quarter)
Prerequisites : RCC. Analysis of substantive and procedural aspects of
environmental law, including the National Environmental Policy Act.
the Clean Air Act. the Federal Water Pollution Control Act . relevant
public lands law , and broad based land use issues .
Estate and Gift Taxation • LAW 606 (4 Credit Hours ; 1 Quarter)
Prerequisites: RCC, LAW 607. Federal tax laws related to estates and
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gifts ; emphasis on the determination of gross estate , deductions, ex
penses . and the tax itself.

Ethics and Professional Responsibility • LAW 617
(1 Credit Hour; 1 Quarter)
Prerequisites: RCC. A brief study of the Code of Professional Respon
sibility . Required for graduation, except for students who complete
LAW 643 or LAW 660.
Evidence • LAW 661 (6 Credit Hours; 2 Quarters)
Prerequisites: RCC. Competency of witnesses ; relevancy ; direct
questions ; cross-exam ination ; opinion rule ; best evidence rule ; hear
say rule and its exceptions ; inferences ; presumptions ; burden of
proof ; judicia l notice ; expert testimony ; scientific and demonstrative
evidence .
Family Law • LAW 618 (4 Credit Hours; 1 Quarter)
Prerequisites: RCC. History and development of the law of marriage
and divorce; rights and duties arising out of the relations of husband
and wife , parent and child , guardian and ward ; the role of the state in
defining and enforcing such rights and duties ; law of alien and insane
persons .
Federal Income Taxation of Estates and Trusts • LAW 640
(3 Credit Hours; 1 Quarter)
Prerequisites: RCC, LAW 607. Income tax problems of fiduciaries;
decedent"s last return ; income in respect of a decedent .
Federal Jurisdiction • LAW 625 (4 Credit Hours; 1 Quarter)
Prerequisites : RCC. Constitutional dimensions of federal judicial
power ; " cases and controversies "; district court jurisdiction; federal
courts in federal system ; federal government litigation ; federal
habeas corpus ; review and cert iorari jurisdiction .
Grand Jury Law • LAW 602 (3 Credit Hours ; 1 Quarter)
Prerequisites: RCC, LAW 621 . Histor ical origin and functions of the
regular Grand Jury and the modern statutory special Grand J ury. Im
munity. privilege against self-incrimination ; use of illegally seized
evidence and hearsay ; standing to object by subject or witness;
Grand Jury reports ; practice , procedure, and representation of wit
nesses ; contemporary departure of the Grand Jury from its historical
role.
Insurance Law • LAW 613 (4 Credit Hours ; 1 Quarter)
Prerequisites: RCC. A study of the principles of insurable interest . in
demnity, subrogation ; interests of third parties . beneficiaries . and
assignees ; the insuring agreement , exclusions , and conditions ;
warranties, representations , and concealment ; making and ter

mination of the insu ra nce cont ract ; waiver. estoppel . and election by
the insurer : agents and brokers: the adjustment of claims : practical
exercises in reading and interpreting policy language and in the
preparation of a coverage memorandum .

Insurance Regulation • LAW 614 (3 Credit Hours : 1 Quarter)
Prerequisites: RCC. A study of the regula tion of insurance and the in
surance enterprise . A survey of the legal controls over the private in
surance system focusing upon current problems and proposals for
regulatory reform and the expansion of socia l insurance programs .
International Law • LAW 627 (3 Credit Hours: 1 Quarter)
Prerequisites : RCC. Princip les of international law and their ap
pli ca t io n to internal la w. chiefly as applied in international ad
judication and arbitration and in the Anglo - Americ an system ;
recognition : succession : territorial questions ; jurisdiction ; diplomatic
relations : immunity ; international agreements : extradition; regulation
of international commerce and industry.
Interviewing, Counseling, and Negotiating • LAW 634
(3 Credit Hours : 1 Quarter)
Pr e req uisites: RCC. The attorney-client relationship. emphasizing per
ception of client needs and objectives ; development of skill in in
terpersonal communication in an interview or consultation setting ;
begins with lectures on psychological needs and responses. in
cluding nonverbal communication (body language) . emotional
problems . and what the client seeks from his or her attorney: presen
tations by experienced practicing attorneys on counseling in selected
legal areas and common ethical problems encountered in such
sessions ; field experience observing interviewing and counseling
techniques during client conferences; interviews conducted by
students . followed by critiques and discu ss ions of methodology.

Jurisprudence • LAW 628
(3 Cred it Hours : 1 Quarter)
Prerequisites : RCC. Survey of ma j or tradit ional schools of legal
philosophy and modern case applications with a view toward un
derstanding the nature of law and the judicial process. Cons ideratio n
is given to notions of sound legal and public policy. appropriate coun
sel strategy . justice to litigants. and ethical imperatives .
Jurisprudence of Black America • LAW 638
(3 Credit Hours : 1 Quarter)
Pre re quisites: RCC. In-depth analysis of court decisions and selected
legal documents particularly relevant to Black Americans . in light of
traditional schools of legal philosophy (e .g .. natural. historical.
sociological . analytical. realist . and jurisprudence of interests) .
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Labor Law • LAW 629 (4 Credit Hours; 1 Quarter)
Prerequisites: RCC. Analys is of law of trade unionism and collective
bargaining ; particular emphasis on ri ghts and obl igations of em
ployers , unions , and employees under federal legislation ; survey of
various important nonlegal aspects of collective bargaining and
dispute settlement (mediation , arbitration , etc.).
Land Use Control • LAW 608 (3 Credit Hours; 1 Quarter)
Prerequisites: RCC, LAW 645. Nature and purpose of zoning ; com
parison with other systems of land use control; constitutional bases
and limitations ; zoning legislati on and regulations ; urban redevelop
ment ; platting and planning ; variances and spot zoning .
Law and the Behavioral Sciences • LAW 642
(3 Credit Hours; 1 Quarter)
Prerequisites : RCC. An introduct ion to soc ial sc ience lit erat ure
descr ibing the legal system ; such literature attempting , with varying
degrees of success , to shed li ght upon the impact of law upon in
divi duals and organ i zat ions , and the im pact of soc iety upon the
development of law.
Law, Economics, and Regulated Industries • LAW 650
(4 Cred it Hours; 1 Quarter)
Prereq u isites: RCC. Econom ic analysis for the lawyer; essentials of
micro and macro economics within one or more legal settings, e.g.,
ant i-trust , Rob inson-Patman Act, condemnation law , tariff controls,
regulation of insurance , tax incent ive law, Full Employment Act of
1946. Taught jointly by a member of the law faculty and a member of
the economics discipline .
Legal Accounting • LAW 622 (3 Credit Hours ; 1 Quarter)
Prerequisites: RCC. The law of accounting as a lawyer needs and
uses it ; basic bookkeeping as an introduction for those without
previous background or accounting experience ; accounting prin
ciples and concepts recognized by the law.
Legal History • LAW 610 (3 Credit Hours ; 1 Quarter)
Prerequisites : RCC. Course, pr imarily lecture in nature, devoted to ex
ploring various topics in Ame rican legal h istory from colonial t imes to
the present. Important focus will be legal and soc ial control of
" deviants'', including cr iminals , paupers, juvenile delinquents, the
mentally ill , and political dissident groups. Other possible topics in
clude the development of legal institut ions and the legal profess ion,
the law of slavery, the law of immigration , and the changing status of
women and children.
Legal Profession • LAW 643 (3 Cred it Hours; 1 Quarter)
Prerequisites : RCC. Ethics and profess ional responsibility: The life

and times of the lawyer in modern soc iety . The Code of Professional
Respons ibility and various related and tangent ial matters of interest.
The discussion bridge to span the gap between theory in an ivory
tower and practice in the real world. Bar admissions and restrictions;
responsibilities and obligations ; confidences ; conflicts ; advertising ;
associates; practicalities of practice in conjunction with the idealism
of ethics .

Legal Skills and Analysis • LAW 641 (1 Cred it Hour; 1 Quarter)
Prerequisite: Approval of D ean. Development of sk ill s in reading and
analyzing legal materials, in briefing of cases, and legal writing.
Legislation • LAW 659 (3 Credit Hours; 1 Quarter)
Prerequisites : RCC. The legislative process ; an evaluation of
techniques employed by legislatures and courts and the interplay be
tween judicial and legislative functions . Co11sideration of sanct ions to
conform public act ion with public pol icy as expressed through
legislation. Some consideration of legislative drafting technique.

Literature and Law • LAW 615 (3 Credit Hours; 1 Quarter)
Prerequisites: RCC. Read ing and discussion on the law in literature
and the law as literature.
Local Government Law • LAW 645 (3 Cred it Hours ; 1 Quarter)
Prerequisites : RCC. Definiti ons and nature; devol ut ion of pub lic
powers in local units; nature of the municipal corporation in relation
to the state and other local units; internal organ ization and structure ;
legislative and administrat ive process ; powers, nature, and con
stru~ti~n ; th~ police power ; liability in contract and quasi-contract;
mun1c1pal finance; property rights of municipal corporations ;
munidpal liability for injuries to persons and property ; federal-city
relations .
Mass Communications Law • LAW 653 (3 Credit Hours; 1 Quarte r)
Prerequisites : RCC. First Amendment impact on mass communication ;
freedom of the press ; access to the press and to the broadcast med ia
as affected by technology, econom ic organization, and contemporary
public policy ; freedom of information and the right of privacy ; the
rati onale of broadcast regulations ; the FCC and " balanced program
min g "; contemporary p robl ems of law and comm unicat ions (i. e.,
CATV , subscr iption TV , communications sate llites).
Medlcolegal Trial Preparation • LAW 652
(4 Cred it Hours ; 1 Quarter)
Prerequisites : RCC, LAW 661 . Prepa rati on of th e med icolegal aspects
of a case invo lving medical ev idence or considerations, insa nity, or
the lik e.
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Military and Selective Service Law • LAW 663
(3 Credit Hours; 1 Quarter)...
Prerequisites: RCC. The legal status of personnel in the armed forces
treated with particular attention to the Uniform Code of Military
Justice; procedures applicable to courts-martial and military
discipline and regulation; the Selective Service Act and rights of per
sons subject to it.
Motion Practice • LAW 644 (3 Credit Hours; 1 Quarter)
Prerequisites: RCC. An in-depth study of the nature, requisites , and
characteristics of pretrial motions such as the motions to quash , to
dismiss, to strike, for judgment on the pleadings, and for summary
judgment; the motion for a directed verdict; and the post-trial motions
such as the motion for a new trial, the motion for relief from
judgment.
Multinational Corporations • LAW 674 (4 Credit Hours; 1 Quarter)
Prerequisites: RCC, LAW 607, LAW 664. Practice-oriented course
which develops the considerations which must be taken into account
by the lawyer whose client corporation begins to do business abroad;
focus on the legal problems encountered when an American firm en
ters the international market through ownership of an enterprise
having a situs in a foreign country.
Ohio Civil Procedure • LAW 667 (3 Credit Hours; 1 Quarter)
Prerequisites: RCC. In-depth study of the Ohio Rules of Civil
Procedure. A comparison of Ohio and Federal Rules with particular
emphasis on Ohio rules relating to venue and process , summons ,
methods of service , local and out-of-state service, discovery,
pleadings, motions.
Ohio Legal Bibliography • LAW 665 (1 Credit Hour; 1 Quarter)
Prerequisites: RCC. Tracing Revised Code Sections back through the
Ohio General Code, the Revised Statutes and earlier compilations ;
use of the Cumulative Bulletin; House and Senate Journals ; Com
missioner's Reports ; Municipal Charters and ordinances ; the Con
stitutional Convention of 1912; administrative materials.
Patent Law • LAW 658 (3 Credit Hours ; 1 Quarter )
Prerequisites: RCC. Study of the common law and statutory law of
patents. including practice considerations ; the nature and proper sub
ject matter of patents ; novelty, utility , and obviousness ; economic and
social function of patents.
Poverty and Law • LAW 654 (4 Credit Hours ; 1 Quarter)
Prerequisites : RCC. Study of the legal problems peculiarly affecting
the poor and indigent . Consideration of the nature of poverty ; survey
of legal issues involved in consumer transactions . public and private

housing law , and public welfare law ; may also deal with selected
problems in such areas as public education , municipal services ,
family law . and other situations encountered in legal services prac
tice .

Probate Practice • LAW 630 (3 Credit Hours ; 1 Quarter)
Prerequisites: RCC, LAW 609. Current practices and procedures in the
handling of wills and other matters in probate courts ; allied problems
and procedures .
Practice and Professional Responsibility • LAW 660
(4 Credit Hours ; 1 Quarter)
Prerequisites : RCC. Preparation for the practice of law, in the clinical
setting and elsewhere. Decision making, counseling, investigating,
interviewing, negotiating , role-playing , advocacy , drafting . Includes
ten classroom hours of instruction in the Code of Professional
Responsibility. Designed as a preparation and prerequisite for
Clinical Practice, but useful for anyone planning to engage in the
practice of law ; primarily a classroom course with only limited
clinical experience .

Psychiatry and Law • LAW 661 (3 Credit Hours ; 1 Quarter)
Prerequisites: RCC. Commitment procedures with reference to current
practice and legislative proposals for reform ; the attorney 's role in
commitment hearings ; delivery of legal services to patients confined
to mental institutions and the substantive rights of such patients ;
evaluation of attorney-client relationship as therapeutic technique to
patients so confined .
Public Benefits • LAW 655 (3 Credit Hours; 1 Quarter)
Prerequisites: RCC. Explores alternative legal theories and selected
procedural problems involved in securing equality of access ,
especially for the poor , to the services and cash benefits distributed
by publ ic agencies . Initially considers the theoretical bias for an
" equal ity" standard, current developments in constitutional equal
protection, and the construction of legislative schemes to secure
" statutory equal protection "; thereafter, the subject of equal access
in the context of a series of selected problem areas involving public
welfare benefits , equal educat ional opportunity, access to municipal
services , and similar problem areas.
Real Estate Finance • LAW 616 (3 Credit Hours ; 1 Quarter)
Prerequisites: RCC, LAW 607 . Issues fundamental to the process of
lending on the security of real estate , including : mortgages and mort
gage substitutes; mechanics ' liens ; priority problems , including
subordination agreements ; joint ventures and usury ; and effect on
lending arrangements of the interest and depreciation deductions and
non-recourse financing .

....
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Real Estate Practice •

L~W

648 (4 Credit Hours ; 1 Quarter )
Prerequisites: RCC, LAW 607. Practice and procedure, emphasizing
actual current practices in purchase or sale or encumbrance, and in
real estate transactions , vis-a-vis parties , financing institutions . title
companies , brokers , and public authorities.

Remedies • LAW 619 (6 Credit Hours; 2 Quarters)
Prerequisites : RCC. A study of the principles of equity , damages. and
restitution as exemplified in remedies for unjust enrichment ; for in
juries to tangible property interests and i ntang ible business and
relational interests ; for defamation and business disparagement ; for
invasion of pr ivacy ; for personal injury and death ; for duress. undue
hardship, unconscionab ility , and mistake ; for breach of contract ; and
for nominally unenforceable transactions . Adjudicat ion of stat us;
relationship between equity , government, and criminal law.

,,

Secured Transactions • LAW 603 (3 Cred it Hours ; 1 Quarter)
Prerequisites : RCC, LAW 601. Financing upon the basis of security in
terests in personal property, as controlled by Article 9 of the Uniform
Commerci al Code. Rights of the debtor and the secured party upon
default.
Securities Regulation • LAW 655 (4 Cred it Hours; 1 Quarter)
Prerequisites: RCC, LAW 664 . A considerat ion of the state and federal
regulation of business fund-raising techniques including ari
examination of state " Blue-Sky" laws, the Federal Securities Act of
1933, the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, and other elements of the
regulatory schemes dealing with securities .

'

II'

,l

I

Sex Discrimination and the Law I • LAW 639
(3 Credit Hours ; 1 Quarter)
Prerequisites : RCC. Consideration of statutory and constitutional
issues involved in sex discrimination , with emphasis on
discrimination in employment; analysis of Nineteenth-Century Civil
Rights Laws as they apply to women , the Fourteenth Amendment to
the United States Constitution , Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of
1964, the Equal Pay Act of 1963, Executive Orders of the President.

it s relati?n to other. areas of the law ; the surety 's rights , includ ing
c reditors proceedings against the pr inc ipa l , exoneration , re im
burs.ement . subrogation , and contribution ; the surety 's defenses, in
cluding the statute of frauds . lack of notice on principal's default .
failure to dismiss a dishonest principal. absence of or defect in the
principal obligation . discharge of the principal obligation. and
alteration or variance .

Taxation I • LAW 607 (6 Credit Hours; 2 Quarters)
Prerequisites : RCC. Introduction to federal income taxation · income
deductions, capital transactions , income splitting , and tax a~counting
law: .use of the Internal Revenue Code and Regulations ; court
dec1s1ons ; other rulings and memos.
Taxation II • LAW 637 (4 Credit Hours; 1 Quarter)
Prerequisites : RCC, LAW 607. Federal income taxation of corporations
and partnerships , including associations and Subchapter s cor
porations.
I

Taxation: Procedure, Penalties, and Prosecutions • LAW 647
(3 Credit Hours; 1 Quarter)
Prerequisites : RCC, LAW 607. Ninety-day letters ; Tax Court petitions·
refund claims ; refund suits ; statutes of limitations ; civil penalties :
criminal prosecutions .
'
Taxation of Real Estate • LAW 677 (3 Credit Hours ; 1 Quarter)
Prerequisites : RCC, LAW 607, LAW 664. Examination of federal tax
iss~es in commercial real estate transactions, including the struc
turing of claims to depreciable interests ; the use of non-recourse
financing; economic substance objections to tax shelter
arrange~ents; the use of partnerships, nominee and Subchapter s
corporations; tax deferral techniques on asset disposition .
Taxation: State and Local • LAW 657 (3 Credit Hours ; 1 Quarter)
Prerequisites : RCC. Fundamentals of state and local taxation with
emphasis on corporate franchise , gross receipts, real and pe;sonal
pro~erty , incom~ , sales , use, and death taxes ; tax problems of
business enterprises .

Sex Discrimination and the Law II • LAW 649
(2 Credit Hours ; 1 Quarter)
Prerequisites : RCC, LAW 639. Consideration of the more complex
aspects of litigating sex discrimination in employment cases ; em
phasis focused upon the procedural and technical problems which
arise particularly with respect to Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of
1964.

Trade Regulation • LAW 646 (4 Credit Hours ; 1 Quarter)
Prerequisites: RCC. Competition and monopoly under the Sherman
Act , the Clayton Act , and the Federal Trade Commission Act · im
plementation of the federal trade regulation statutes , with emphasis
on the interrelationship of these laws with the competitive cross
tensions of the contemporary economy.

Suretyshlp • LAW 635 (2 Cred it Hours; 1 Quarter)
Prerequ isites : RCC. Study of the dist inct ive nature of suretyship and

Trial Preparation • LAW 668 (3 Credit Hours; 1 Quarter)
Prerequisites : RCC, LAW 661 . Preparation of a case for trial from
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original interviews , development of case theory and law , in
vestigation , drafting of complaint , motions , and discovery. Where
possible, actual cases will be used in the educational process. May
require qualification as a legal intern under Ohio Supreme Court
rules; consult the course instructor. Taught some quarters in the con
text of a criminal trial preparation ; notice will be posted when offered
in criminal context.

Workmen's Legislative Protection • LAW 681
(3 Credit Hours; 1 Quarter)
Prerequisites : RCC. Overview study of the worker's rights, remedies,
and obligations under unemployment compensation and job
placement statutes ; the Fair Labor Standards Act; federal oc
cupational and health regulations ; the Social Security laws ; and job
anti-discrimination legislation.

Trial Procedure • LAW 669 (4 Credit Hours; 1 Quarter)
Prerequisites: RCC, LAW 661. Learning trial practice and procedure in
the context of a simulated trial. Each student 1s given a hypothetical
case and assigned a client and provided with a list of witnesses. The
student must then prepare and present the client 's case, including
determining strategy and tactics , preparation of pleadings and
motions, and examination of witnesses. Trial videotaped for individual
critique.

Institutes and Seminars

Unfair Trade Practices • LAW 656 (4 Credit Hours ; 1 Quarter)
Prerequisites : RCC, LAW 664 . Survey of various are~s of the . l~w
(other than federal antitrust laws) which regulate business act1v1ty ,
including state and federal laws on unfair competition and pricing ; in
troduction to acquaint the general business practitioner with the
elements of patent , trademark , and copyright law .
United Nations Law • LAW 666 (3 Credit Hours; 1 Quarter)
Prerequisites : RCC. Charter interpretation; international status of the
United Nations ; membership; Security Council ; General Assembly;
maintenance of international peace and security .
Wills and Trusts • LAW 609 (6 Credit Hours; 2 Quarters)
Prerequisites : RCC. Analysis and discussion of the law of wills ,
testate and intestate succession, testamentary capacity ; the
execution, revocation, and republication of wills; construction of wills,
lapsed legacies, ademption and satisfaction of bequests; in
corporation by reference and independent legal significance . Plan
ning and creation of a trust ; obligations of trustee to beneficiaries and
third persons ; rights and remedies of beneficiaries; resulting and
constructive trusts ; termination and modification of trusts . Problems
in the administration of trusts . Charitable trusts and Cy Pres.
Workmen's Compensation • LAW 651 (3 Credit Hours ; 1 Quarter)
Prerequisites : RCC. Introduction to the injured employee 's remedies
at common law and under the Federal Employers ' Liability Act ; in
depth study of substantive and procedural problems arising under
Workmen 's Compensation statutes (with particular emphasis on Ohio
law) ; commentary on Longshoremen 's and Harbor Workers ' Com
pensation Act and Jones Act.

Adoption and Custody Institute • LAW 718
(4 Credit Hours; 2 Quarters)
Prerequisites : RCC, LAW 618 . Examination of the laws and
procedures governing custody , foster care, and adoption ; including
economic, social , and legal problems ; termination of parental rights ;
the internal conflicts between probate, juvenile, and family courts ; in
dependent, interstate, and international adoptions ; distinctions be
tween state and private agencies and related topics . Various forms of
agreements, pleadings , and petitions prepared and analyzed .
Arbitration Seminar • LAW 703 (3 Credit Hours; 1 Quarter)
Prerequisites : RCC, LAW 633 . Advanced study of the law of arbitration
in the commercial , labor, or other context. May involve participation
in actual arbitration proceedings. Preparation of substantial research
project required .
Civil Liberties Institute • LAW 710 (4 Credit Hours ; 1 Quarter)
Prerequisites : RCC. Examination of the First Amendment freedoms of
speech, expression , and press . After consideration of the theoretical
framework of the First Amendment and a historical overlay of First
Amendment case law, will examine problems of "national security"
and related claims and their effect upon First Amendment privileges
of assembly and speech-related conduct.
Computers and Law Institute • LAW 721
(4 Credit Hours ; 2 Quarters)
Prerequisites: RCC. The use of the computer as a legal aid (law office
management, data retrieval , drafting , etc.); problems in the areas of
computer software protection (patents , copyrights, and trade secrets);
special legal problems within the computer industry (contracting for
computer services, anti-trust , taxation of software, etc.).
Constitutional Law Institute • LAW 707
(4 Credit Hours ; 2 Quarters)
Prerequisites : RCC. Discussion of selected current constitutional
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issues, with consideration given to areas of particular student in
terest. Preparation of appropriate student research projects.
Consumer Remedies Institute • LAW 704
(4 Credit Hours; 2 Quarters)
Prerequisites : RCC, LAW 601 . A survey of the judicial , administrative ,
and extra- legal remedies available to consumers singly and en
masse, in the face of abuses in sales practices , debt collection , and
credit policies ; completion of a research paper or a project required.
Projects may involve empirical research or work in collaboration with
consumer advocate groups.
Corporate Planning Institute • LAW 705
(4 Credit Hours ; 2 Quarters)
Prerequisites : RCC, LAW 607, LAW 644. Workshop involving in
dividual and group projects in planning and documenting corporate
transactions by the application of both tax and corporate law prin
ciples . Problems include : corporate liquidation and dissolution, cor
porate division , corpo r ate combination , and organization of
professional associations.
Criminal Appeals Institute • LAW 728 (4 Credit Hours ; 2 Quarters)
Prerequisites; RCC, LAW 621 . Research and brief writing on actual
criminal cases pending an appeal from the Cuyahoga County Court of
Common Pleas. Conducted in cooperation with individual defense at
torneys and with the County Prosecutor's Office.

Environmental°Law Institute • LAW 711
(4 Credit Hours; 2 Quarters)
Pr erequisites: RCC. Survey of legal prob lems involved in ameliorating
the " environmental crisis" ; present and potential role 'of the law
(cases and statutes at local , state, national, and international levels)
applied to pollution-air and water-and to solid waste.
Estate Planning Institute • LAW 716 (4, Credit Hou rs ; 2 Quarters)
Pr erequisites: RCC, LAW 606, LAW 607, LAW 609. Review of prin
ciples of the law of wills, trusts , and estates basic to sound planning ;
analysis of the fundamentals of federal estate and gift taxes with em
phasis on their effect upon the available methods of arranging and
disposing of property during lifetime and by will ; effective use of life
insurance , powers of appointment , and the marit.al deduction ;
problems of valuation , draftsmanship, and administration .
Health Sciences Law Seminar • LAW 735
(3 Credit Hours ; 1 Quarter)
' '
Pr erequisites: RCC. Introduction to the jnterrelati!d disciplines of
health ·sciences and law ; an attempt to acquaint the law student with
current problems in health care delivery systems , the medical
malp.r actice insu rance crisis , and related topics in the health law
field.
,

.

Criminal Law Institute • LAW 706 (4 Credit Hours ; 2 Quarters)
Prerequisites : RCC, LAW 621 . Examination of the correctional phase
of the administration of criminal justice , including a preliminary
inquiry concerning the purported objectives of the correctional
process ; exploration of current legal problems in the areas of guilty
pleas, sentencing , probation , parole, and prisoners' rights. Primary at
tention devoted to the contemporary movement for reform , as exem
plified by recent case law and legislative development in these areas .

Housing and Urban Development Law Seminar • LAW 725
(3 Credit Hours ; 1 Quarter)
Pr e re quisites: RCC. Histo ry; o rganization, and · ope'rat·i on o•f ad
ministrative agencies which implement national and state housing
policy ;. the lawyer's role in the develop.ment and production of
housing for low and moder.ate income people ; review of housing sub
sidy programs and alternatives in light of concepts of.revenue sharing
and the Better Communities Act ; review of constraints which in
terfere with housing opportunities , with spec ial emphasis on the
lawyer and tenant and civil rights law enforcement in housing before
administrative agencies , under the state code, and under Tit.le XIII of
the 1968 Civil Rights Act and fundamentals of landlord-tenant law .

Drugs, Law, and Society Seminar • LAW 701
(3 Credit Hours; 1 Quarter)
Prerequisites : RCC. Information and insight needed for dealing with
the complex problem of drug abuse and addiction ; topics include :
reasons why an individual turns to drugs, the personality of a drug
user; ill icit trafficking ; attitudes of the drug culturist ; federal and state
drug legislation ; the great marijuana debate; rehab ilitation vs . in
carceration; the economics of drug abuse ; heroin and crime ; national
attitudes, the role of the lawyer; the drug arrest ; prosecution of drug
offenders ; and recent drug case law .

Immigration and Nationality Law Institute • LAW714
(4 Credit Hours ; 2 Quarters)
Pr erequisi les: RCC. Origin, social background, . and const itutional
foundations of fhe immigration and naturalization laws ; the concept
and nature of citizenship and limits to the state 's right to discriminate
between citizens and aliens ; rights and liabilities of aliens ; variations
of alien status ; c r iteria for entry , exclusion , deportation ,
naturalization ; adjustment of status and other discretionary rel ief; ad
ministrative procedure , judici'al review , and other recurring problems
in the representation of aliens .
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International Law Seminar • LAW 730 (3 Credit Hours; 1 Quarter)
Prerequisites : RCC, LA W'627. Introduction to the international law of
treaties and the treaty-making process . Taught from the problem ap
proach with primary attention to the anticipation of internati onal legal
problems and their solution in the agreement-drafting process rather
than dispute resolution . Students will take active part in a mock in
ternational treaty negotiation dealing with a problem of the students'
choice relating to two sovereign nations. May be taught in coor
dination with a similar seminar at another law school, with mock
negotiations involving students from each school representing one of
th e two nations.
International Trade Seminar • LAW 720 (3 Credit Hours; 1 Quarter)
Prerequisites : RCC, LAW 627. Legal status of corporations and per
sons abroad ; legal impl ications of business and other activity ex
tending to more than one country ; the reach of legal systems with
overlapping or conflicting laws and regulations ; international act ion,
conflict , and accommodation of corporations and other persons.
Juvenile Law Institute • LAW 726 (4 Credit Hours; 2 Quarters)
Prerequisites: RCC. Fundamentals of juvenile justice and practice ; the
lawyer's role prior to the initi ation of formal process as well as during
the intake, adjudicatory, and disposition phases ; the parens patriae
concept , the initi al juvenile court legislation ; In re Gault and th e post
Gau/t development of juvenile law and procedure to meet due process
standards. Part ici pat ion in or observat ion of the juven il e j ust ice
system will be required.
Juvenile Law Seminar • LAW 736 (3 Credit Hours; 1 Quarter)
Prerequisites : RCC. Inquiry into the theory and practice of the juvenile
justice system , including its historical development and current
proposals for reform. Topics include the rationale of a separate
system for children (including differences with the adult criminal
justice system), the proper scope of the juvenile court 's jurisdiction
(delinquency , neglect, status offenses) , procedural issues in juvenile
hearings, the corrections process and legal restrictions on "treat
ment ", alternates to court handling of juvenile issu es , and the sub
stant ive right s of young people.
Labor Law Institute • LAW 729 (4 Credit Hours; 2 Quarters)
Prerequ isites : RCC, LAW 629. The union and union membership: legal
relations between unions and their members, including duty of fair
representation , internal union affairs, civil li berties of members ; union
adm ini stration ; analysis of th e internal , community, and employer
relationships of the labor movement.
Labor Law Seminar • LAW 709 (3 Credit Hours; 1 Quarter)
Prerequisites : RCC, LAW 629. Current trends and developments in
labor law ; emphasis on recent federal , state, and NLRB decisions.

Legal Issues in Education Seminar • LAW 721
(3 Credit Hours ; 1 Quarter)
Prerequisites : RCC. Involvement of state and federal courts in various
areas of school and university administration and concern: student
and faculty affairs, due process , speech , codes , regulations, tenure,
misconduct, civi I rights, discrimination, desegregation, concerted ac
·tivities, the " establishment" and " free exercise " clauses , equal
educational opportunity , fiscal neutrality, church-state-education , and
equal protection.
Legislation Institute • LAW 719 (4 Credit Hours; 2 Quarters)
Prerequisites : RCC, LAW 659 . Involvement in the actual drafting of a
statute or ordinance for introduction in a state legislature or city
council ; introduct ion to the techniques of legislative draftsmansh ip
and to the actual legislative process ; part icipat ion in legislative
hearings lead ing to enactment of legislation drafted. Students may be
assigned to act as leg islative interns either for a state legislator or a
city councilman.
Mass Communications Law Institute • LAW 737
(4 Credit Hours; 2 Quarters)
Prerequisites : RCC, LAW 653 . Advanced study of communications law
with particular emphasis on radio communications. Students will par
ticipate in currently pend ing litigation or legislation involving the
Federal Commun icat ions Comm iss ion or other communicat ions
regulatory bod ies.
Nonprofit Organization Seminar • LAW 722
(4 Credit Hours; 2 Quarter)
Prerequisites: RCC, LAW 664. Consideration of corporate and other
legal principles involved in the structuring and operation of nonprofit
corporations including practical experience through individual and
group projects.
Ohio Constitutional Law Seminar • LAW 732
(2 Credit Hours; 1 Quarter)
Prerequisites : RCC. Examination of the Oh io Const itution from
histori cal and analyt ical points of view. Students will be required to
present papers on controversial parts of th e document using analogy
and comparison with other states' constitutions.
Organization of a Business Enterprise Seminar • LAW 723
(3 Credit Hours; 1 Quarter)
Prerequisites : RCC, LAW 607, LAW 664. Examination of proprietor
ship, partnersh ip, and th e corporation as alternative modes of con
ducting business ; each alternative explored as to legal advantages
and disadvantages. Students will be required to form a corporation
with attent ion to tax and non-tax factors of the financial structure
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se lected. Legal rights of various classes involved in a corporation
reviewed. While studying Qode of Regulations, attent ion to th e use of
subscription agreements and .the qualification of shares with th e Ohio
Divi sion of Securit ies. Students will draft minutes and resolutions of
first meeti ngs of shareholde rs and directors. Operations of the cor
poration including analysis of accounting st atements, declaration of
dividends, modes of executive compensation , changes in the financial
structure, and problems in shifting control of the enterprise. Purchase
and sale of th e corporate enterprise , including merger and division .

Products Lleblllty Institute e LAW 717
(4 Credit Hours; 2 Quarters)
Prerequisites: RCC. Anatomy of a product liability case ; exploring
each stage, including pleadings, motions, discovery, trial memoranda,
and appeal ; counseling and trial roles of the expert witness ;
preparation and discussion of student papers on subjects ranging
from the statute of limitations and the role of expert witness to
specific products.
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Real Estate Development Institute e LAW 724
(4 Credit Hours; 2 Quarters)
Prerequ isites: RCC, LAW 607, LAW 664 . Improvement of real estate ;
site analysis and acquisitions; development entit ies ; tax planning ;
financing sources and techniques.
Securities Regulation Institute e LAW 708
(4 Credit Hours; 2 Quarters)
Prerequ isites : RCC, LAW 655, LAW 664. Oral and written student
presentations on the distribution and trading of securities, inc ludin g
th e ope ration of the exchange and over-th e-counter markets; special
attention to the 1964 amendments to the Securities Exc hange Act of
1934.
State and Local Government Institute e LAW 715
(4 Credit Hours; 2 Quarters)
Prerequ isites : RCC. Completion of LAW 645 is recommended as a
prereq ui site but is not requ ired. A survey of the legal inst itutions,
relationships, and controls for the management of urban soc iety and
th e frameworks with in wh ich th e dec ision-mak ing processes operate,
inc luding research , discuss ion, and the preparat ion of a paper
dea lin g w ith one of these fronti er prob lems ; part ic ipat ion in the
operat ions of the City of Cleveland Law Department, involving assign
ments in the Prosecutor's Office as well as in the Civil Divi sion.
Supervised assignments, selected for academ ic merit. parallel th e
topical development of the institute.
Tax Problems Institute e LAW 727 (4 Credit Hours; 2 Quarters)
Prereq uisites : RCC, LAW 607. Co ntempo rary techn iques in the
ana lysis, research, and advocacy of tax problems; the practicing at

torney" s approach to the ana lysis and resea rch of tax problems of
current interest ; supervised experience in intensive tax analysis and
research . A research paper suitable for publi ca tion is requ ired.

I

Clinical and Other Courses
Clinical Practice I e LAW 800 (5 or 9 Credit Hours ; 1 Quarter)
Prerequ isites: RCC, LAW 660, co mplelion of 84 cred it hours and
eligibility for legal internship, approval of Legal Clin ic D ireclo r .
Supervised practice of law and client represe ntation as a legal intern.
Students may speciali ze in either civil or criminal practice or may
engage in mixed civil-criminal pract ice. Criminal pract ice involves
defense of misdemeanors, federal correctional litigation. and post
conviction appeals. Civil practice involves landlord-tenant disputes.
consumer problems. welfare cases . and domestic relations matters.
Clinical students are assigned regular office hours in the Law
College Legal Clinic. the Public Defenders Ottice. or the Cleveland
Legal Aid Society. Reg ular seminars relating to practice prob lems
are conducted in the law school.

I

Clinical Practice II e LAW 801 (5 or 9 Credit Hours; 1 Quarter)
Prerequisites: RCC, LAW 660, LAW 800, completion of 84 credit hours
and eligibility for legal interns h ip, approval of Legal Clin ic Director .
Advanced clinical partic ipation in c ivil. criminal. or mixed practice.
May involve federal litigation. adm inistrative matters. or corporate
pract ice . Office assignments and rela ted se minar sessions .
Independent Legal Research e LAW 860
(1 . 2, or 3 Cred it Hours ; 1 Quarter)
Pre requisite s: RCC, appr ova l of D ean . Independ ent stu dy i n a
spec ialized area of th e law, und er the supervision of a faculty mem
be r; may be taken for 1, 2, or 3 credit hours, depend ing upon th e
nature of the research study involved. Approval to register given upon
a showing th at a legitimate independent research study project has
been approved by a fac ul ty member, th at the faculty member
beli eves the amount of student time and effort lik el y to be involved in
the project is commensurate with th e number of contemplated credit
hours. and tha t the faculty member will provi de adequate supervision
during th e course of the proiect to just ify the award of academic
credi . It is th e responsibility of any student seeking to enroll for In
dependent Lega l Resea rch to subm it a written s a emen . signed by a
supervising faculty member. describing the proposed project . and
demonstrating compl iance with the criteria set forth above. St udents
see ing to enroll for Independent Legal Research should also ob ain
a copy of he Guidelines Governing Papers Submi ed for Credit in
Legal Research from the Office of the Dean.

I
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Law Review • LAW 810 (3 Credit Hours ; 3 Quarters)
Prerequisites: RCC, appro41al of Law Review Editorial Board. Writing
and editing for publication in the Cleveland State Law Review. Suc
cessful participation as a member of the Law Review Board of Editors
for t hree quarters in accordance wit h specified procedures ent itles
students to three hou rs of academic credit.

Law Review Editor • LAW 811 (1 Cred it Hour; 1 Quarter)
Prerequisites : RCC, approval of Law Review Editorial Board. Service
as editor-in-chief of the Cleveland State Law Review entitles a student
to one hour of academic credit in addition to the credit earned in LAW
810 , Law Review .

Officers and Administrative Staff
of the College of Law
Interim Dean
Hyman Cohen , J .D., LL.M .

Assistant Dean for Academic Affairs
Carroll H. Sierk, J .D., LL.M .

Assistant Dean for Student Affairs
Gale S. Messerman, J.D.

Moot Court • LAW 806 (3 Credit Hou rs ; 3 Quarters)
Prerequisites: RCC, approva l of Moot Court Board. Oral and written
arguments before mock appellate tribunals as a part of the College of
Law Moot Court Program. Successful participation in the program for
three quarters in accorda nce with specified procedures entitles
students to three hours of academic c redit.

Sex Discrimination Clinical Practice • LAW 802
(4 Credit Hours ; 2 Qua rters)
Prerequisites: RCC, LAW 639, simultan eo us enro llm ent in LAW 649,
approval of Sex Discrimination Clinic Dir ecto r . Clini ca l instruction in
the va r ious problems of federal litigation often found in sex
discrimination cases; assigned participation in cases at various
stages of litigation. During first quarter, students meet one hour per
week for cli ni cal inst ruction in addition to regular class work in LAW
6" S; duri111 the second quarter. clinical stu de nts assu me all respon
sibilities in case s assigned to them that are considered to be within
their capabilities by the instructor and as perm itted by the judge
assigned to each case.

Assistant Dean for Administration
Earl M. Curry, Jr., J .D., LL.M.

Assistant to the Dean
Marlene Shettel , B.A .

Law Librarian
Bardie C. Wolfe, Jr., J .D., M .S.L.S .

Director of Law Placement and Alumni Affairs
Walter Greenwood, Jr., M.A.

Admissions and Records Officer
Catherine N. Martin, M.A .

Financial Aid Administrator
Barbara Sper, B.B.A.
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Law Faculty
Ann Aldrich , 1968; Professor of Law
B.A. , Columbia University ; J.D., LLM ., J.S.D., New York University
Harold W. Babbit, 1975; Visiting Associate Professor of Law
B.A. , University of Iowa; LLB., Yale University
Joan E. Baker, 1975; Associate Professor
B.A., Reed College ; J.D., George Wash ington University; LL.M.,
Yale University
David R. Barnhizer, 1972 ; Director of Clinical Legal Education and
Associate Professor of Law
A.B., Musk ingum College ; J .D., Ohio State University; LLM .,
Harvard University
J. Patrick Browne, 1969; Professor of Law
B.S., John Carroll University ; J.D., University of Detroit ;
M.S. in L.S ., Case Western Reserve University
Thomas D. Buckley, Jr., 1971 ; Professor of Law
B.A., Fordham University ; LLB ., Yale University
Edward Ch itlik, 1969; Professor of Law
B.A., J.D., Case Western Reserve University
Hyman Cohen, 1967 ; Interim Dean and Professor of Law
B.A., City College of City University of New York ; J.D., LLM .,
New York University
Ulysses S. Crockett , Jr., 1975; Assistant Professor of Law
A.B., J.D., University of California at Berkeley ; LLM. ,
Columbia University

Gordon S. Friedman , 1972; Assistant Director of Clinical Legal
Education and Assistant Professor of Law
B.A. , Miami University; J.D., George Washington University
Peter D. Garlock , 1975; Associate Professor of Law
B.A. , LLB ., Ph.D., Yale University
David B. Goshien, 1968 ; Professor of Law
B.A. , Brown University; J.D., University of Chicago
John L. Hanks, 1975; Associate Professor of Law
B.S., J.D., Rutgers University; M.A ., LLM ., Columbia University
Richard B. Kuhns , 1974; Associate Professor of Law
A.B., LL.B., Stanford University; LLM ., University of Michigan
Arthur R. Landever, 1972 ; Professor of Law
A.B ., J.D. , Ph.D., New York University
Stephen R. Lazarus , 1973, Professor of Law
A.B., Williams College ; LLB ., Harvard University
Harvey Leiser, 1969; Associate Professor of Law
B.A. , J.D., Case Western Reserve University; M.B.A., LLM .,
New York University
Ga le S. Messerman, 1973 ; Assistant Dean and Assistant Professor of
Law
B.S., University of Miami ; J.D., Southern Methodist University
Daniel M. Migliore, 1973; Assistant Professor of Law
B.A. , Marietta College ; J.D. , University of Louisville ;
LLM ., Columbia University
Barbara Hirsch Mitchell , 1974; Instructor of Law and
Legal Clinic Staff Attorney
A.B., University of Michigan; J.D., Boston University

Earl M. Curry, Jr., 1974; Assistant Dean and Associate Professor of
Law
B.S., J.D., West Virginia University; M.B.A., University of Pitts
burgh ; LLM ., New York University

Lizabeth A. Moody, 1970; Professor of Law
B.A. , Columbia University ; LLB ., Yale University

Theodore Dyke, 1964; Associate Professor of Law
B.S., J.D. , Fordham University; LLM ., New York University

LeRoy L. Murad, 1957 ; Professor of Law
B.A. , London University; M.A., B.C.L , Oxford University

Frank D. Emerson, 1968; Professor of Law
B.A., University of Akron ; J.D., Case Western Reserve University;
LLM ., New York University

Jeffrey H. Olson , 1975; Instructor in Law
B.A. , Wittenberg University ; J.D., Cleveland State University

James T. Flaherty, 1966; Professor of Law
B.S., M.Ed., J.D., Boston College

Jane M. Picker, 1972 ; Professor of Law
B.A., Swarthmore College ; LLB., Yale University
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Susie A. Powell , 1974; Instructor in Law and
Clinic Staff Attorney
B.A., Bennett College; M.A .. Smith College;
J .D.. Case Western Reserve University
Alan Miles Ruben, 1970; Professor of Law
B.A. , M.A., J.D., University of Pennsylvania
Kevin Sheard, 1963; Professor of Law
B.A. , Williams College; M.S., University of Wisconsin; M.B.A .,
Xavier University (Ohio) ; J .D .. Loyola University (Chicago)

Adjunct Law Faculty
Thomas Baechle, Lecturer in Law
B.M.E., General Motor Institute; J.D., Cleveland State University
Howard R. Besse r, Lecturer In Law
B.S., J .D., Ohio State University
Glenn E. Billington, Lecturer In Law
A.B., Cornell University ; J.D., Clevelustate University

Carroll H. Sierk, 1968; Assistant Dean and Professor of Law
B.B.A .. J .D., St. Mary's Univer sity (Texas); LLM., Southern
Methodist University

Richard Brauch er, Lecturer In Law
B.A., J .D., Yale University

Samuel Sonenfield. 1970· Professor of Law
B.A., Harvard University; LLB., Case Western Reserve University

John F. Burk e, Jr., Associate Professor of Economics and Lecturer in
Law
S.S., Boston College ; M.A .• Ph.D., o re Dame University

William Louis Tabac, 1969; Professor of Law
B.A. , Case Western Reserve University; J .D .• George
Washington Universi ty

William A. Derrick. Jr., Lecturer in Law
A.B .. John Carroll University; J .D.• Howard University

Jerry A. Terrill . 1975: Associate Professor of Law
A .B .. Case Wes ern Reserve Universi y ; LLB.. Harvard University;
LLM.. ew Yor University
Donald J. Weidner. 1974; Associate Professor of Law
B.S.. Fordham University; J .D.. University of Texas
Stephen J . Werber. 1970; Professor of Law
B.A., Adelph i University; J .D .. Cornell University;
LLM ., New York University
Robert J. Willey, 1972 ; Professor of Law
A.B., J.D., Un iversity of Nebraska; LL.M., New York University
Bardie C. Wolfe, Jr., 1973; Law Librarian and Associate Professor of
Law
J.D., M.S.LS., University of Kentucky

Charles 8 . Donahue II , Lecturer in Law
A.8 .. Harvard University; J.D .• Cleveland S a e Universi y
Thomas 0 . Gorman, Lecturer in Law
A.8 ., John Carroll University; J .D., Cleveland State University
Donald C. Haley, Lecturer in Law
B.S., University of Illinois; M.A., Case Western Reserve
University; J .D., Cleveland State University
Milton D. Holmes, Lecturer In Law
A.B., Ohio University ; J.D., Case Western Rese rve University
Marvin Kelner, Lecturer In Law
B.S., Oh io State University; J.D., Cleveland State University
Sandra S. Kerber, Lecturer In Legal Writing
B.A. , Baldwin-Wallace College
Henry T. King, Jr., Lecturer In Law
B.A. . LL8., Ya le University
Kenneth M. Lapine, Lecturer in Law
A.8 . Dartmouth College; J.D., University of Mich igan
Earl M. Lei en, Lecturer In Law
B.A., LL B.. arvard Universi ty
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Bernard Levine , Lecturer in Law
B.A., J.D., Case Western Reserve University
Benjamin Lewitt , Adjunct Professor of Law
S.S., University of Miami ; J.D., Cleveland State University
James A. Lowe , Lecturer in Law
B.A. , University of Pennsylvania ; J.D., Cleveland State
University
Edward T. Marek , Lecturer in Law
B.S., Ohio University ; J.D., Case Western Reserve Universi ty
Richard M. Markus, Adjunct Professor of Law
S.S., Northwestern University ; J.D., Harvard University
Michael L. Miller, Lecturer in Law
A.B ., Ohio University ; LL.B ., Duke University
Norman B. Miller, Adjunct Professor of Law
B.A., Oberlin College ; J.D., Case Western Reserve University ;
LL.M ., Cleveland State University
Ronald H. Neill , Lecturer in Law
B.A. , College of Wooster ; J.D., Duke University
Robert A. Richardson , Lecturer in Law
B.A. , Ohio Wesleyan University ; LL.B., Harvard University
Ralph C. Rudd, Lecturer in Law
B.A., University of New Hampshire ; LL.B ., Yale University
James Ryhal , Jr., Lecturer in Law
B.A ., J.D., Case Western Reserve University
Isaac Schulz, Lecturer in Law
B.A. , J.D., University of Michigan
Richard W. Schwartz, Lecturer in Law
B.A. , University of Michigan ; J.D., Case Western
Reserve University
Wilton S. Sogg, Adjunct Professor of Law
B.A. , Dartmouth College; J .D., Harvard University
Susan P. Stauffer, Lecturer in Law
B.A., J.D., Case Western Reserve University

Harold Ticktin , Lecturer in Law
B.A., Ohio State University; J.D., Case Western
Reserve University
Wallace W. Walker, Jr., Lecturer in Law
B.A. , Ohio Wesleyan University; J.D., Case Western
Reserve University
Harvey Yasinow , Lecturer in Law
A.B., Case Western Reserve University; J.D., Cleveland State
University
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Law Emeriti
Charles Auerbach , B.A., J.D., LLM ., Professor of Law Emeritus
William K. Gardner, LLM., LL D., Professor of Law Emeritus
Rudolf H. Hel manso n, L L.B., LLM ., J.U.D., Professor of Law and
Librarian Emeritus
Howard L Oleck, B.A., J.D., LLD., Litt.D ., Distinguished Professor of
Law Emeritus
Wilson G. Stapleton, B.S., M.A .. J.D., LLD.. HH .D .. Dean Emeritus

